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SARAH A. E. NILES

St. Stephen, N. B. is the place on
Tourists and auto drivers going
The remains of Sarah A. E. Niles
i Wednesday and Thursday afternoons,
North should bear in mind that the
were brought from Caribou here Tues
July 27 and 28, when the biggest and
detour which was in use on the
day for burial at the Evergreen
; best races ever started in the border
North Road last season is again called
cemetery.
towns will take place at the St.
into use and should be taken if a
Mrs. Niles died at the home of her*
Stephen driving park. Over one hun
pleasant ride is desired.
daughter Mrs. E. B. Andrews of Cari
dred entries have been received. Wed
While the new state road north of
bou early last Monday morning at the
nesday the 2.28 class, with eighteen
tlie Letter B road has been finished
age of 89 years.
entries, the 2.15 class with eighteen
as far as the Littleton lino, the eonShe was horn in St. John. N\ B. and
entries, and the 2.12 class
with
tractor for the road through Littleton
when a young girl was united in
twelve entries, including Fern Hal,
has commenced work and in order to
marriage to Samuel Niles.
Three
Peter Setzer, Zom Q.. The Problem,
avoid delay as well as inconvenience
children
were
horn
to
the
two,
all of
The
fastest
class
and
the.
feature
For the past two or three weeks Emotionless and others equally as
Many times during the past few
the detour should be taken as the road
event of the Fredricfon program was
Jimmie Nason, Jim Peabody and a fast.
years the question has been asked: whom survive their mother. They
is under construction and is torn up
are Mrs. E. B. Andrews with whom
few other public spirited citizens
Besides the racing a league ball the 2.12 class won by the local horse through Littleton and part of Monti- )Vhy does not someone start a move
the
deceased has made her home for
have been making a decidedly praise game between Woodland and St. Roy Volo. This was the fastest four
ment for a Country Club in Houlton
cello. The road on the detour is in
the
past twenty-four years, Guildford
heat contest ever staged in the Mari
worthy attempt to persuade the re Stephen will be a feature.
and have among other things a Golf
good shape and the scenery is beyond
R.
Niles
of Bangor, Maine, and Mrs.
time
Provinces,
Roy
Volo
winning
the
mainder of the populace that a base
course'.’ Brobably the question lias
Thursday's program will consist of
expression, while the distance is only
J.
W.
Bluminer
of this town. Also
ball team composed of local talent the 2.14 trot with eight of the best first and second heats in 2.10 and
been unanswerable for the reason that
a few miles longer.
and
playing one home game and one out of trotter on the circuit the 2.20 trot 2.0S%. The Problem taking the third
there has been no one who lias had there an* five grandchildren
Mr. Greenwood, who had the con
elevon
great-grandehiJdren.
ahead
and
town game each week is necessary to an(j pace> with twenty entries, the 2.25 in 2.09% and Roy Volo winning the tract for the Houlton end of the interest enough to go
Funeral services were held in Cari
provide the fans with enjoyment for
eighteen entries and the best fourth heat and race in 2.11%. North road, left this week for his ‘start something” that will result in
bou
at the home of her daughter
the rest of the summer.
free for aut
j 0hn R. Braden and Aside from the brilliant performance home in Skowhegan. having completed attaining the end desired.
Monday
afternoon, following which
of
Roy
Volo
the
race
showed
what
a
Strange to say this worth w hile, Ca]garv Earl.
For rhe past few weeks there has
his contract and while he has had a
the remains were brought to Houlton
endeavor has fallen more or less flat
The han game -vvill be between Mill- fast lot of horses Houlton is sending great deal of trouble with the resi been mention of the project by some
to the races this year, as of the four
due to a marked lack of cooperation , ^own>
g and
Stephen,
who think that it would not only he and prayers were said at the cemetery
dents in the section where he has
by the Rev. A. E. Luce.
on the part of those interviewed. Said
g an(t every afternoon with concerts starters two are owned by Houlton been working he has done a mighty a good thing for those interested hut
Besides the relatives the deceased
men and a third, The Problem, was
result can be ascribed either to a in the evening.
that it would not he difficult to get
fine job and the road is as well built
leaves
a host of friends. Known to
lack of Interest or failure to take into
trained here and driven by the Houl
enough who are enthusiastic to go
as anv in the state.
consideration the beneficial results; Mrs Guy CarrolI ]ett Wednesday ton driver Bud Tingley.
■i head and organize and get ready for he a kind wife and a loving mother
her death will be keenly felt by those
This race also showed the uncer
that might accrue both in the matter j afternoon f or a week’s stay in LimeMrs Isabelle Stevens of Fort Fair- ' another season as it is too late to do who knew her best, and the deepest
of providing amusement to the town , gtone ag the guest of Mrs Everett tainty of buying race speed as Roy
field has been in town for a few weeks much for the present year on account sympathy of the community is extend
which is hare of anything, and also McClusky
Volo and Peter Setzer, winners of
visiting her sister, Mrs. Jos. Pearce. of the difficulty in getting land at this ed to the bereaved ones.
as a means of keeping the local High !
_________ _
first and third moneys, were both
season of the year that is not under
bought at bargain prices, Mr. Lint
( ultivation.
School lads in condition for their tilt A M E R I C A LEGION
ARRESTS TO FOLLOW
It would seem as though a location LYMAN H. NELSON NAMED
with the Greater Boston All-Stars,
rA v u rV r 6
w A T C D V M i r paying $260.00 for the Volo horse at
which It Is hoped to hold some time
CONVENES IN WATERVILLE a Chicago auction several years ago.
VIOLATIONS OF AUTO LAWS would be available this fall that
FOR HIGHWAY COMMISSION
during Fair week.
j The following delegates were elect- while Peter Setzer was picked up by
Governor Baxter is entirely in might not he had at this season of
Gov. Baxter on Friday nominated
Houlton has not supported a regu lar' e(j by the .Chester L. Briggs Post of Lee Ervin in southern New- England favor of a rigid enforcement of all the year, and such land
could be
Lyman H. Nelson of Portland, as a
Imported baseball team for nine years, the American Legion to attend the at a price in the neighborhood of $:{un. the motor vehicle laws. The matter leased for a short term of years with
member of the state highway com
the last one being the team t h a t ; annual convention to he held in These prices, however, come a long was under discussion before the a privilege of purchase if it was not
mission, to till the vacancy caused by
finished second to Fredericton in the ; Waterville this week: Aubrey Dyer, way from representing their real Governor and Council, various phases deemed best to purchase at the time
the expiration of the three year term
Maine and New Brunswick League ■Robert Linquest and Janies Madigan. values today.
of conditions being mentioned and all of organization.
of Philip J. Deering of Portland.
The improved form shown by Peter of the Councilors expressing the con
race in. 1912. A fine collection of j The alternates were F. L. Elliott,
Woodstock has a very successful
Mr. Nelson, who for many years
stars was in that line-up, Leland Waldo Small and E. S. Powers. The Setzer is pleasing to Harry Nevers’ viction that nothing but a rigid and <luh and a number of Houlton people
has been prominent in the affairs of
McElwee, “Biddo” Iott, “Freddie” delegates left yesterday for Water friends as they felt that Harry was impartial enforcement would take are members and are enjoying the
the Maine Automobile Association,
Fredette, “Tanker” Hughes, “ Eke” ville by automobile.
unjustly criticised by some for his (are of the present epidemic of reck privileges of the club each day, and
was one of the three original members
Johnson, “Marty” Martini, Don Upton
Following is the program of the handling of Zom Q. in certain races less driving, the cause of most of the there seems to be no reason why
of the state highway commission ap
being among them. Their names were convention:
in 1920, and now that John Willard, automobile accidents.
,,
Houlton should not have stub a club,
pointed by the late Gov. Haines in
household words all over town at the j
admitted to he the most experienced
Tuesday Night, July 26
One councilor said he had experi and one thing is assured that if such 1913.
The other members at that
time but the team was not a paying
Committee at Hotel Elmwood will and one of the most skillful Aroos enced something Thursday evening a club is started there will he no
time were Col. William M. Ayer of
proposition and all of the backers who : assign reservations.
took trainers, has started Zom several that led him to think that in some doubt hut that it will he a success.
*
Oakland and Philip J. Deering of
gave of their time and money towards j Registration at Legion Hall on Silver ) times without getting any
better castes there was something besides
While there are comparatively few Portland.
furnishing the natives with a sum- j street for Auxiliary and Legion result than Harry did, the critics mere carelessness. He said he was in town who are familiar with the
After a service of two years or so,
mer’s amusement, suffered pecuniary i delegates,
should he a hit slow about using their driving with his family in their ear game, yet it is a noticeable fact that
Mr. Nelson resigned and during the
losses decidedly inconvenient at the 1 informal Smoker ai Legion Hall hammers in the future.
is
and had to negotiate a hard hill. He everyone who ever has played
administration of Gov. Curtis, Frank
end of the season.
: commencing 7.30 p. m.
Roy Volo’s wTin was very popular was in plain sight of another auto \ery enthusiastic over it. not only the
A. Peabody of Houlton was selected
The present attempt carries with it j
Come the 26th and avoid rush for with the home crowd, Always a con mobile, a much larger car. the driver Ijounger set but older ones, and the
as Mr. Nelson's successor. Mr. Pea
none of the dangers to pocket hooks reservations,
tender when he races. His gameness of which could see him and what he (asual observer can notice in watch
body and Col. Ayer are the two other
that characterized the last one. The ,
Wednesday, the 27th
and willfulness have made him a 1
, was doing, hut instead of giving him ing the game that there is a great
members of the commission, Col.
plan this time is to simply get up a I Registration at Elks Hall where favorite with the race goers who find a chance, deliberately hacked into deal of exercise in playing it, not only
; Ayer being the chairman.
team from the town and play games j Convention will be held,
his antics at the score especially j! the road and would have run into his in swinging the clubs to knock the ball
Mr. Nelson soon after the organiza
with Harry Hartt’s team from Monti- j
Convention will open at 9.30 a. m amusing. Mr. Lint on this occasion ii ear, had he not taken the ditch. The hut over a 9 hole course a person
tion of the highway commission, began
cello and teams from Mars
Hill, Addresses by Mayor, Governor, Report had discarded his whip and used a other driver evidently wanted to get walks between three and four miles,
to have differences of opinion from
Bridgewater and Hartland.
These 0f Credentials Committee, Report of short piece of board instead, which into the road ahead of him.
and this in itself is one of the finest
those of Mr. Deering and Mr. Ayer
games will be played once a week in ! Officers, Address of National Com- served to work wonders.
"I have been talking with Mr. Shorey exercises as well as being a pleasant as well as with Chief Engineer Sargent
each town, a nominal fee being charg- j mander Emery.
Summary of the Three Days Racing the chief of the new division of Motor one, while combining the swinging of and not being able to have his opinions
ed to pay for the incidental expenses j Dinner served delegates and guests
1Vehicles. State Highway Commission, the clubs and the fascinations of the prevail, he resigned as above stated.
First day:
of the team and allowing for a little j 0f both Legion and Auxiliary by
and I told him that I wanted these game it makes an ideal way to get
2.12 Pace
The conclusion of the appointment
compensation for the men who will chamber of Commerce at Colby
pleasure
connected,
automobile laws enforced to the letter f.xerdse with
Roy Volo. ehs. by Nervolo
of Mr. Nelson is. that, if the “ Full
give their time on the field. It Is College Cymnasium.
Parade of all
and I am convinced that he is the man while it is not as strenuous as tennis Time Cimmission” goes into effect
(Lint)
1 1
hoped that enough men in town will delegates and guests with bands,
l
to do it. 1 want to see these laws en or some other games.
(which will he decided on by the
The Problem, brs, by Coehato
be found who will be willing to coAfternoon business session.
A. G. Minim is one of the enthusiasts people at the Referendum) that he
forced
to the letter, not with gloved
(Tingley)
2 2 1
operate to the extent of loaning their
Entertainment by Rotary Club to
hands, hut openly and to the limit of in Houlton and if anyone else here will become chairman of this com
Peter Setzer, bg (Nevers) 3
cars once a week to transport the men delegates and guests present.
; the spirit of the law. We must make wishes to help the cause along they mission at a salary of $5000 per year.
Zom Q., blks (W illa rd ),
4
dr
Thursday the 28th
to the different towns where games
|
our highways, safe for the traveling will find a willing listener in him to
This nomination will be in line for
Time— 2.10, 2.08%. 2.09V*, 2.11 %
Convention opens at 9.00 a. m.
any suggestions as to what is best to
will be played.
public and for everybody.''
confirmation at the session of the
2.18
Pace.
Purse
$400
The greatest difficulty now facing |Business session till adjournment,
It is needless to say that every he done, and while there are others governor and council July 29.
College Swift, bg. by Alta
the boosters is the lack of pitching j Afternoon session if necessary,
it town that may he equally as incouncilor agreed with the Governor.
It is reported only as a hearsay
Dewey (Keys)
1 l 1
materia], the only available pitcher be* j Auto ride in afternoon winding up
tf
rested, the movement lacks organiz that when the council meets on July
In accordance with this (‘diet of
ing Newt Churchill who is leaving j at Country Club where will he served Don Q.. brg (Tingley)
sY) far, to accomplish 29 that they will refuse to confirm
Gov. Baxter, Auto Inspector Maurice ed effort
next week for the camp Devens train collation on lawn, orchestra, dancing Della McGregor, brn
Elliott received instructions last week anything definite1.
this nomination, as they have refused
( Utton)
and other pastimes.
If anyone desires to call together to confirm the nomination of Howard
ing camp.
from Mr. Shorey, Chief of the new
May
Grattan,
bm
(Botvin)
6
i
In the evening, big dance at
The line-up that has been suggested
division of Motor Vehicles, that warn- those interest (Ml they may lie assured Davies as chairman of the P. U. Com
Jeffrey, bg (Brickley)
so far is as follows:
Peabody, c; Messalonskee Lake.
. ; ings to violators of the traffic and that the TIMES will cooperate in any mission and whom Gov. Baxter has
Little Beter, ehg (Douse)
s 4
Tingley, lb; McCluskey, 2b; Niles,
Extra
- 1automobile laws must cease and that way that it can to make the movement appointed for the fourth time, the
a
Wednesday night—-Midnight Follies Dan s. Jr., bs (Willard)
ss; Bagnall, 3b; and Cameron, Deasy
(-very violation regarding driving with a success.
council refusing to confirm his ap
Filmore Dillon, ehs (Rice)
6 8
and Albert in the field. If a pitcher , for visiting gentlemen.
one headlight, no rear light, not carry
pointment three times.
Time —2.14%, 2.15%, 2.14’ *.
can be found the path will be opened *
--------------- Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Mulherrin, who
ing your operators license and speed
2.27 Trot.
Purse $400
up for a little excitement.
j Charles Hassell of Sebec, Maine was
have
been in town during tin* past
ing, together with other violations
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Putnam and two
It is to be hoped that the people who |jn town Thursday visiting his nephew Beter Verde, chg, by Beter
must he followed by arrest and the ten days on account of tin* death of children were in Cutler last week,
Gale (Keys)
2 1 1 1
are asked to give the team their sup- j Jason Hassell,
inspector must follow out instructions. Mr Mulherrin's mother, have returned making the trip by auto.
Nutwood
Lou.
bin.
by
Nut
port In a small way will feel as
-----------------to their home in Brockton. Mass.
wood Wilkes (Southard) 1 2
2 2
though they can help out as that will DEATH OF WELL
William O'Donnell left Friday night
HEADSTONES
FOR
TOURISTS IN AROOSTOOK
Miss Talbot, brm (Nevers) 6 3 4 ::
be the only form of sport that the
for Rockland where he is to take
KNOWN HOULTON MAN Chimes Tell Jr., blks (WilDEAD
SOLDIERS
FROM MANY STATES
town will see during the remainder of
charge of the store of the Atlantic
Issac Bagnall, a much respected
lard)
3 4 5
the summer, their being no golf
Provision has been made hv the and Pacific Co. Bill has been con
Never before in the
history
of
course in town and only a few tennis resident, who has been visiting at the Dawn Axworthy, hg (BrickUnited States government to provide nected with the company for some touring have there been as many out
ley)
5 5 :: ro headstones for the graves of the dead time and last winter managed the of the state travelers in this section
courts, and no organized sport any home of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. C. Dill,
Bowdoinham, passed away on Monday Baton, hs (Douse)
4 6 dr
where around the neighborhood.
war heroes free of charge, tin* govern-, Fort
Fairfield
store during
the as during the present season, and up
hg
great deal of credit is due those according to word received by his son I Major Brooke, bg
ment buying the stone and defraying managers absence.
His work there to date there have been as manv as
( Utton )
ds
who are working to make possible a Charles, who left on the Bullnian for
all the expenses of cutting and plac- was so satisfactory that he waso ffered during the entire season of 1920.
Bannon, brs (Cameron)
ds
ball club and pursuant to its age old Bowdoinham.
ing on insignias and shipping to the tile first opening which was at Rock
One of the favorite trips seems to
Mr. Bagnall was about eighty years Leonard S., hg (Pot.vin)
ds
reputation of boosting anything pro
point where it is 'to he used. After land. He was accompanied by Fresdie he the Maratime provinces, and in
Time -2.15%. 2.17%. 2. ls%, 2. IT 1
gressive to the limit, the TIMES is of age and came to Houlton about
its arrival the private parties are to .Meagher, another employee of the making this trip most of the tourists
1896 when Mr. Dill purchased the
backing them enthusiastically.
stand the expense of setting up.
local store, who will work with him. pass through Houlton either going or
Second day:
Houlton Woolen Mill from the late W.
This provision applies to all men
coming and from information from
2.14 Trot.
Purse $400
H. Esty, and has made his home in
' in the Army, Navy or Marines who
CALGARY EARL OR BRADEN them given at the Information Bureau
Malee, bin, by Commodor
Houlton with his son Charles ever
Bingen (Utton)
1 1 1 were killed during any war or insur
The fast time made by Calgary Earl a*
TIMES office they are delightDuring the hot weather people who
since, being employed at the mill in
rection in the service of tile United
ed
with
the roads and scenery in this
2 •>
are looking for a
cooling
breeze different departments during all this Alfred King, brs (Nevers )
in a work-out at Fredericton where ho
(States (including the revolution.)
Border Prince, bs (Share n)
can find it, and hundreds have already time despite his advanced years.
paced a mile in 2.(0!% last half in l.ol section.
j The headstones for Spanish War
A gentleman and his wife from
Togo M., hg (Shuman and
found it, at “Cony Island.” Grand
was a surprize to the horsemen who
Personally Mr. Bagnall was a very
!
veterans
are
to
he
made
as
follows:
Toledo,
Ohio were in Houlton Saturday
Brickley
l
1 1
Lake, about 25 miles from Houlton interesting man to meet, being well
saw the performance. With the CalAmerican white marble 39 inches long,
returning
from St. John, N. B. where
Time
2.13%.
2.15%,
2.J3%.
on the Forest City road.
g;i rv horse it appears to lit* necessary
read and posted on affairs of the day.
12 inches wide and 4 inches thick.
they
reported
being
arrested
and
2.17
Trot.
Purse
$400
for him to have firm footing before In*
A fine beach with shallow water, He was one of the best informed men
Top slightly rounded. An inscription
fined for speeding by what they term
Bingen
Worthy,
bs
by
can
extend
himself.
a sandy bottom makes the bathing on Masonry in this section and was
will he cut in a shrunken shield.
ed an officious officer, when cars with
Wurtemburg
ideal, where every
day
hundreds a member of all the bodies in Houl
A good judge of horses who watched
For
World
War
heroes:
American
the
N. B. license plate were passing
(Hanafin)
2
1
1
:
2 1
avail themselves of a dip in the cool ton, where in his earlier days he took
the workouts of John R. Braden and
white marble 40 inches long. 2 Cl
them and yet he claims he was not
Zelma Strong, brm,
Calgary Earl at Fredericton pointed
ing waters.
an active part in all the work of the
inches thick and 10% inches at t h e 1
exeeding the speed laws. Neverthe
by Prodigal Strong
out
to an interested hunch of raillodges,
filling
many
of
the
important
A chance visit of the TIMES re
Each
less he was fined $10 and costs.
(Keys)
:*,
1 1 2 bottom, tapering at the top.
birds tin* difference in the gait of the
porter Sunday to the Jake, revealed offices.
stone is to have a circle 2% inches
Already fhere have been cars in
|Bravas, hs by Bingara
two. saying that a soft track would
The remains will arrive in Houlton
the fact that fnore than 50 autos were
Houlton from 15 different states which
I (Cameron)
l 2 3 3 3 ro in diameter on the front face near the
tend to anchor a high going free leg
parked near the shore, while picnic. Thursday morning and the funeral
top.
An emblem of religious faith
include Texas Arizona. California,
Lou Miller, blk m (Meged horse like Calgary Farl more* than
parties were scattered here and there will he held from the Court street
will he placed in the cnrcles. These
Illinois, Ohio and Iowa and the cars
Bride)
4 4 4 4 ro
h s opponent who is a big gaited low-,
Baptist church at 2 o’clock, under the
taking lunch.
Time —2.22%, 2.17%, 2.15% 2.18%. emblems will be either a malteso cross
i from Pennsylvania, New York and
going pacer.
direction of Monument Lodge F. & A.
or a Star of David which is a six point
Massachusetts are almost as numer
2.13%. 2.16%.
1
Dr. and Mrs. John G. Potter, who M.
Certainly the Woodstock track was ous as those with the Maine license
ed
star.
The
Star
of
David
will
lx*
2.27 Pace. Purse $400
have been visiting relatives of the ;
--------------- —
shown in the circle for soldiers of very slow as the time in the other plate, in addition to Quebec
and
Nora Hill, bm, by Winter
Doctor in Conn, for some time, return-; Mrs. Havelock Grant left this
classes would indicate.
Hebrew
faith.
j
Ontario.
Hill (Utton)
1 1 1
ed home last week.
j morning for Bangor, Augusta and
And when this pair come together
Information in regard to the forms j
All strangers coming to Houlton
Saccharose, bm (Willard)
2 *> 2
Mrs. Irving Lovely was called to other places.
of
application
for
headstones
for
dead
.
for
their second battle at Houlton next are welcome and as far as can be
High Knob Beauty, bm
Belfast Saturday by the death of her ' Albert Mercier of the Snell House
soldiers, by parents, relatives or i week, a track record should result seen the cars from out of the state
(Sharen)
3 3
sister Mrs. Sturevant, who was former- was in Van Buren on business for a
friends
may be secured from Aubrey j that will be a mark to shoot at for a observe the Traffic rules and regula
Banini, bm (Cameron)
4 4 4
ly Miss Myrtle Carson of Island Falls. j few days this week.
Dyer,
Post
Adjutant of the Chester lo lg time
tions much more than do the cars
Xanthea, blkm (Brickley)
5 5 5
G. Wm. Holyoke and wife of Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Hassell and two
---------------with the N. B. license plates, some
H. G. K., Confection, and College L. Briggs Post, at the Direct Import
Michigan have returned to their home daughters went to Oldtown Sunday by
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Dickison o f ! of which seem to think that the good
ing Company.
Fleety dsitanced.
after spending two weeks in Houlton auto where Mrs. Hassell and the girls
New
Bedford, Mass, are the guests o f ' condition of the roads call for speed
Time— 2.12%, 2.12%, 2.12%.
tlie guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chester will visit relatives. Mr. Hassell reAlbert Mooers left for Boston Mon- Dr. and Mrs. T. S. Dickison on Lawn j as well as the use of the cut out, both
j turned to Houlton Monday.
day night on business.
street for a week.
j of which are prohibited in Houlton.
(Continued on page 4)

Pleity ofMaterial Available for
Town Team if Support
is Forthcoming

FINE HOT WEATHER RESORT

Fast Time and Exciting Fin
ishes Features of the
Meet

Enthusiasts Interested in the
Forming of Such an
Organization
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Single copies five cents
the advantages: and diliieiilt it lm Governor <d' Idaho waits to weleonn forests t hat com r L’ 1.mm.mm , r •; :i ,;
Let him ini: rn
him t lie
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- -------- ---- --■ ! eared to follow the swiftly movin'.; t la ‘in. Such is nione-riny in
il-Oph
ll - 1 W ! ’ l;il; P 1
from which 7Mi.uen.mi,- he,; r 1 ; , ' : ,■ is a ipn-st ion i hat mo s t v o i m
hi
own <■mAdvertising rates based upon guaran mind of Yose and get what there v\a mr or later a ■k t
’I lie old Argonauts did no* t . .
o; munity. luit 1< ;
be ta ken a n:1 1la 11> i or a n i;id<■ i .
mu ai m it : urteed paid in advance circulation.
in tht' class-room and in associations so.
When wagon-fi'eight mg
aero
' i11 'e. Then- are Pimher am' a
moil and restli
tin- P i n
hP u p V(-.X<‘ the
•a t
with him personally.
He was a hu the plains was most hig lily s\ stemat i '• pulp and tin- i,mg Pst of f,,]■ a , ; ,
had . i1;.I1: - 1lTIt ! ii :' 'pint am! mak"s thi ■ ' iMing old. Let
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton morist. and a lovin’ of the recondite.
i d a ! ra in-inast er wa- put in com ('.mt - t Imre. tinmal "h"d a .yu 11
him think twice and thrice l)c!or e he
1(
for emulation at second-class
lu i v ol faunHe had wonderful knowledge of his mand; tii" t ra in moved in la,, l a
s.a ve in Siberia
Such a p - t i:e 'I am
raises his children with the ginastly
postal rates
( 'onu s I'idw
V . 1!<>1-. V. Mil a -1
• memory et a steam
work, and of his pupils.
columns, thirty foot a pa i t. each ,.
ami P :m aa c 11 Nat ional l-’orest s.
radiator in a <ity
hi
\\h 1 X] 1<■r1< !11I- lie Hat."
Peary used to .-ay i hat ed in r la elo-e li’ diiml 1 1 1 " wagon Ir-fore;
Tin y \\ iii ami t hat umhT \he ip:.n-.n. ; - w e r o u t o f 1
Subscription
are
D IS C O N T I N 
All
in- one other pupil in his class would case 0 1 an Indian alarm tin- two
eae a rr i" e r I, no w n coal lands 1!.< ;■ • cries down l In >i,u * ll > . mid
Which i;- pretty aood advice ;it ter
’nil.
U E D at expiration
hi? lamous. Both became famous in turned in at the ends and formed a i-- file! eiuiii a i, to ns -i -t |h" m V o f
admitting its neoessip,. w
o 11 i 1.
their way; but Peary attained ini or- closed parallelogram for m fen c
the Un-iteii s-1;1 1e s ten a inca ; i*i!i; years
to
consider
it.greater
o
u
u
n.
T H E W O N D E R OF IT A L L
national fame and the other pupil the animals inside. The ntieuum d'd Coming out of Pic ini' la:a i man I s ua rl
t lu
In the hustle and bustle of the who was a scholar became a great the rest. Seldom did an attack break over oil and oil lands, t hex will hi -a - only in connection with
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
1 rnggie and t he tin mil nr;
present day it is not to bo wondered authority on city-enginering and mu- the barricade. A trip over tin- Saida much of tlm areal o:l lii Ids t lmt i;n
an
ll
at that so much is taken for granted
nicipal sanitation. It was
a differ- IV Mailtook about
ten week.-.
A i l; derlie t he ( 'op pc r Biver coil’ll r\ , |1) ' .-nrdid conditions that surround such
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
in everything connected with
life,cnee of version, Peary saw the North the discovery ofgold
inCalifornia
I 'oof: I nlot fields and the a nm mi H
B U Z Z E L L ’S
endeavor. Air. Bok doe- not hold that
but let us take a few minutes and Pole and a great elimaeterir.
lb- cninc tin- park hors,- and tin- diamond Alaskan Pen insul^.
'Then
i- fm
LICENSED L M B A L M E R AND
the young man should dodge the hard
read the following written by Arthur had the power both to understand its hitch, and the park trains laid t!:<- i i i i i i Ii f u e l in Alaska.
F U N E R A L DIRECTOR
knocks
by
which
character
is
molded,
G. Staples, editor of the Lewiston engineering problems and its dithml- foundations for many - a city on tin
Salmon, tney will find, is the king
Ph o n e 161- W— Day o r N i g h t
Journal, taking time to digest the ties and the appeal to make headway Overland Trail. When President .Ar industry of the North. The aver,un but that, it is foolish deliberately to
contents of the artfele as it relates against indifference.
He had the thur went to the Yellowstone the pack of 1,.Pm,nee cases, fort y-eiaht- -eel-, them, - i n c e they will come fast
park train showed but animals in line,
DR. F. 0. 0RCUT1
to our own individual selves.
magnetisih also to enlist aid.
pound eases, lias a great hearing on enough unsought.
and
the
sumpter
mules
toted
a
eookTlm
shortest
road
to
success
in
tilt
You go about your work and
you
Where1 did Peary go for aid? To
D E N T IS T
the American food supply. Surely, too
have your troubles every day.
You Bowdoin men. One of them. General stove all the way. The old-time static they will catch glimpses of tlm an ai ing city is by way of the count rv or
Fogg Bl oc k
lines wen1 as wonderful in tlndr way
reindeer herds, begun in I'piy and now
• - &
r r i h S T J E S ' Hnobaru. a „a,ro„ or .ho .Mai,,,
as
the pony-express and one of tinall of the while life is passing and
which was his Alma Matei, tinnumbering about
125,mm amma!.-.
you are nearing the end of your days, anced expeditions and hacked Peary very last, of the rxpn-ss riders di-d And over in the Pribylofs they wiii
The world and what we call “life” I again an(] again. Don MacMillan, a the other day. One stage line run find the islands of tlm seal. The si-a!
are worth a little of your attention ; q
in 22 days from Atchison on the Mis
census of liilb showed a 12.2k!i sealto say the least. \ esterdav, I read
souri
across the plains and into Mon in these waters.
a letter from a man who had come to "horn Peary trained. MacMillan prehimself. He had always thought that l fered Bowdoin men. Something in the tana by way of Denver and Salt
ft. is possible that it. will be a sur
the accumulation of wealth was the i training appealed to him. He took Lake City, a distance of 2nmi mile--;. prise to learn that the United Stales
chief social and individual duty and
T,
, .
.... , .
, . Tin
.
1" "
many Bowdoin men With him on has 1,u "Murphy wagons" of t h e freight Department of Agriculture believes
now he faces an order from his
physician to take a long rest and he j expeditions, he too carried the Bow- trains, with hig wheels and stout tlmt a population between :;,nuu,uim
has no resources in himself to enable I doin banner.
He brought back to bodies, holding Stum pounds of g e n  and a,immmmhi can be supported by ag
him to pass the time profitably. He j Bowdoin trophies for the college. He eral merchandise, till covered with riculture alone on the 64,non.non a m 1says that he finds now that after all. j
. th ,
,.nh ‘Bowdoin" of canvas, drawn by five or six yokes of
of Alaska’s arable land. The whit"
it is the spiritual side of life that pays
”eir V
. Ho ' cU 111
the bi&gest dividends if properly em- which he relates in his book and oxen or as many spans of mules, population is said to number few more
ployed. You cannot get along happily ' whose story he has told so often on advanced about 1000 miles a week, then 2ii,noo now.
or in the rainy season over the alkali
if all of your time and attention are |the public platform,
It will be well for the president and
concentrated on materials.
c
,
plains not ‘ more than five miles a
the members of his Cabinet, to see
Man has a certain gift, which I This trip of today has been (in
day.
animals have not— the logos, or the ; an#ced by Bowdoin alumni almost ex
these things at first hand. Alaska’s
And stage-coach travel was con
word. This implies reason. It dif clusively. And thus there was no
situation demands attention.
Legjs
sidered luxurious fio years ago. One
ferentiates you even from the most
name for the ship more appropriate
intelligent o f animals. You have an
United States bank examiner in 14
other attribute that is responsible for than that of the Maine college, whose years covered 74,000 miles by stage
ONCE USED— A LW A Y S
U SE D
your dreams; your aspirations and color is the white of the arctic
coach.
alone.
Times
have
changed.
your thirst for knowledge and that is snows and whose trophy is the great
Wonder.
polar bear that the sons of the col Yet the spirit of the 49'ers and of
•‘Every person,” says Professor
the prairie schooner voyagers sur
Thompson, “has a shrine where he lege mother have brought back to vives.
That same pioneer
spirit
allows himself to wonder. It may be her. The quest of the Bowdoin is
moves
the
Brooklyn
motor
car
pil
the grandeur of star-strewn sky, the most important and practical. Mac
mystery of the mountains, the sea Millan goes to study the Northwest grims to hit the trail for Idaho to
eternally new, the way of the eagle in
day.
the air, the meanest flower that blows, Passage if it exist. He goes to get
the look in a child’s eyes. Some-jin touch with vast tribes of Eskimo,
H A R D IN G AND ALA SKA
where, sometime, somehow, he con-, wbo have never seen a white man.
If
he
can spare tin1 time from his
*•“ “ "This is too wonderful for He h
to flnd the domk.iles itl .
nwauMUABcurF] jrrFwtowci
n.,
M . , ! ■ n W T IW W T ■
duties at Washington. President Hard
me.
Wonder lies at the root of all |which the Norsemen once lived. He ing will make the Alaskan trip this
i#
philosophy and science, and it has I hopes to make new maps of thotisummer. It will require something as
always been the mainspring of religi- sand8 of miies of terrage incognitae.
■•J.C.HUBDCX
RK
ntfSfa
A1
dramatic
as a presidental visit to fo
U0
UK.eWA^
ous ecstasy and mo,einents. It is H h
reI(K.ttte thP maKm,lil.
cus upon
the Alaskan situation tin
what takes us into the doors of
,
.. .
,
.
...........
museums and into the wonder-places j P°le’ which seems to be wandering attentjon
tention that
that it ,ies,,rv
where even fakes are exhibited. It j around without a keeper or guardian,
Alaskans have pictured Alaska
makes men and women stand before i He hopes to solve the remaining
Used as cold water or cooked starch
the gaudily-painted signs of the circus
terle8 ot the N-orthern Lishts. „ 0
with equallv good results
aide-show to gaze upon the “wonders i
„ ,
Of the world.” It is something that j hopes to find vast mines ot coal and BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
T IM E
TABLE
YO U have. It is one of the great i metals.
C o r r e c t e d t o J u n e 27, 1921
forces for progress. It animates all!
MacMillan’s little craft sailed out
T r a in s D a ily E xce p t S unday
social order. Without it, the w orld! unobserved thrll thl, misls
Made by Pofturn Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek ^Michigan,
E a ste rn S ta n d a rd T im e
would be dead, indeed.
From H O U L T O N
The greatest wonder in the world
Monday the 18th, past tlm
a. m.
Per P v t
Pa ir!witi, i'aril>'>u,
is the genesis of the earth, itself; of headlands of Maine, halving Spruiv
f -:: i l •-;-r••t,. - atal Van B e t v n
living creatures, of man himself. We ' Point. Ocean Point and Squirrel Is
seek to find reasons for it all. The , „ l)t,hi,ld ,
the
huz„
idealist gives a name to the scientific
‘unknown quantity” or the “ X ” which presented a most engaging pii tur*
K*wt,
lies behind matter, energy, etc. He No doubt the boys' eyes strained fur
may call it the Spirit, "logos," any a last look at the old places. But we,
thing he pleases
He chooses usually on the shore, saw in them, not a
FmI'' >r
to call it God. The hook of Nature
a p.
is full of wonders; but it is only the fruitless quest; hut a response to that
-,s p
eal
la!
first book. It is to be followed by old, old call of wonder, of human as
tUlIl
sag
others; the Book of Wisdom;
the piration. that has made earth what
Book of the Laws; the Book of the it is— the same that sent nut Colum
F . c Ft
Fa i :' t;•-i ■1, Ya t Pat en
7 " " P Mi
Spirit. And the wonder is that there
Due
HOULTON
is no end of it. What may we say of bus and that todav strains our ev> Y 1*; a. I n . I-'ia .! •1 i r. t. ni. For 11;u :•i . F.-.utCreator, who has made a world, equally towards Baffin’s land and to
r
g>T
! ;u
iny P " - I " I
which is all wonder and where Man ward the stars and toward the my-( *. , f . } ,|, •
is as a spectator outside of the tent, teries of space beyond th*1 stars.
P i n a. Ml
i ' anlM.ii,
F n mt Van 1’.11fell
full of wonders and never perhaps to
God be with th*1 vovagers and the
me t Furt I-' airfield
be entered?
Fr. i m P.xsti >n. Peri Pand, I t al l For the world is full of wonders to |ship, that carries the hopes ot
p. m.
gi.r ami (Ir. •enville
day as it was in the days of Job. All i manv and the name of Bowdoin.
H t'a i> in
F r o m St. I■"ra m-es . Ft. Ke nt ,
_____
of the investigations of science all
als' i Va n
1Pi ren.
Washburn
of the discoveries of inventors only P R A I R I E S C H O O N E R S IN ’49:
I ’ rf S' i m- 1st..*, vi a S 1 nn P a n
Increase the wonders. A woman finds
M O T O R CAR C A R A V A N S T O D A Y
Frtnn Bust "fl. I V rt l and and
6.-IS p rn
the thing called "radium” and the
Ba n g o i -.
In a few days 12,S families, about
wonders of it but grow upon ua» as we
p Ml
Fr e ni Van l i i n v n , l . imestutie.
see what it does and may yet do. j 600 persons in all. will leave Brook 6
|’ar i l aei . Furt Fairti.-M.
When physical science reduces a whole lyn for a 2500 mile journey in their
order of facts to a common denomina own automobiles, each with a trail Tiit!.- tat.;••.-> Kiviiitf i-.impl.-t.* j11 1■«;-1 1 1 .1 1ii if
may
abtain»-il at tii-k<‘t uttic-s
tor, it cannot explain their origin.
OKU. M. Hnr UUTo X.
There it stops.
While biological er to serve as a sleeper and a dining
science discerns chains of sequence,! room, Thev will cross the Manhat- PPMieral Passenger Agent, Hanger, Maine
it cannot tell us why they exist. No j
scientist has ever suggested that we t
know or ever can expect to know or :
conceive any possibility of knowing |
when the world came; why it came j
or where it is going.
And all of this should not cause a '
person to despair or become doubtful
about God. On the other hand it only i
increases the assurance of a Plan. |
Everything that is disclosed in obe- i
dience to wonder re-affirms a belief in i
the existence, of Deity in some form, j
“Let us not disdain,” says Sir Thomas
Browne, “to suck divinity from the
flowers of nature.” The very existen^e of this thing called wonder— so
strange and evanescent and so plain
ly a bit of some supernal spirit ac
Peaks that penetrate the clouds —
counts for the origin in a Plan. And !
valleys as lovely as Eden— iridescent
no plan ever developed from sporadic i
glaciers melting into w onderful water
growth. It never was devised with
falls and rushing mountain streams
out a planner.
,
So—this little capacity to wonder
full o f gam y trout.
and its leading toward study and its
power over the spirit, and its appeal j
to the better side of humanity has its
place in your life, for you to think ;
500 miles o f A lp in e scenery from
about and to contemplate. Don’t say
Victoria, B. C. to Banff, with h otels,
that this is of no interest to you; that |
chalets, o r bungalow cam ps at nine
you cannot understand it. or that it :
entrancing centers.
brings you no bread or butter. It is j
more than raiment. It is the biggest ;
thing in life— this capacity to wonder ;
and the hope; to dream and aspire, j
This is a Studebaker Year
in F|ith, Hope and Love.
F or full particulars write,
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JLIIgain
no penalty

I-TERE is a fo o d that nour1 x ishes and strengthens,
without taxing the stomach or
clogging the digestion.

Grape=Nuts

has been famous these many
years because o f its splendid
nourishment and the quick
ness and ease w ith which it
is digested.
Delightful to taste, and ready
to eat from the package.

¥

V

“There'saReasoriybrGrape-Nub

Makes Ironing Easy

ELASTIC STARCH

T U D E B A K E R ’S great volume of pro

S

Canadian Pacific R ockies

duction. and modern manufacturing

facilities account for Studebaker’s ability

to offer in this NEW LlGHT-SlX the great

est light-weight automobile value on the

The Trip of a Lifetime

market — a car of noteworthy quality and
exceptional performance at an extremely

low price.

Canadian P acific R a ilw a y

W H Y BOWDOIN ?
“Why was this ship named Bow
doin?” asked an Amherst man at East
Boothbay at the farewell to MacMillan
as the crowds were going over his
little craft, soon to sail for the Far
North.
It is peculiar that any one institu
tion of learning should have been so
concerned in the Far North as has
the college in Maine that bears the
name of “Bowdoin,” but it is a fact.
Peary* was a Bowdoin man of in
tense love for the college that bred
him. Peary was a product of that
strangely individualistic man, George

N. R. DESBRISAY

Hand & Harrington

District Passenger Agent
ST. J O H N ,

N. B.

69 M ain Street
NEW PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS
f. o , b. Factories, effective June 1st, J921
Touring Cars and Roadsters
Coupss and Sedans
LIGHT-SIX 2-PASS. ROADSTER..............
LIGHT-SIX TOURING C A R ................
SPECIAL SIX 2 PASS. ROADSTER...........
SPECIAL-SIX TOURING C A R ...................
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. ROADSTER..........
BIG-SIX TOURING C A R ............................

ALL

STUDEBAKER

....... $1300
......... 1335
......... 1585
......... 1635

....... 1635
....... 1985

CARS

ARE

LIGHT-SIX 2-PASS. COUPE ROADSTER.............. $1095
UGHT-S1X 5-PASS. SE D A N ................................. 1995
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE.
2450
SPECIAL-SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN
2550
BIG-SIX 4-PASS. C O U PE.......
2850
BIG-SIX 7 PASS. SEDAN.......
2950

EQUIPPED

WITH

CORD

TIRES
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PAGE THREE

SIR J. FLAVELLE’S
BIG RAILROAD JOB

one large trust company and is in group of the greatest gushers in the
"Rich as the known oil fields of Mex of the Binghampton, N.
fluential in other large banking in world, a number o f which a r e c a p a b l e
ico are, it is possible that only a be high school library said: Y. Central j of labor upon their foreheads, gathstitutions.
of producing from 75,000 to loo.ouO ginning lias been made in uncovering
|('red around the family circle, thanksir Joseph Flavelle, Bart, has been
"The average h i g h s c h o o l teacher, big God for His protection over them*
The only task he ever attempted barrels each of 'liquid gold’ daily. the liquid mineral wealth of the n>handed the heftiest job in Canada, past that he made a failure of was running By 1911 Mexican production reached
vpublic. The fields now under (exploita does not read, and it follows as the thru the day that has just passed,
or present says a recent despatch from a newspaper.
night the day, that tin* average high with a bright hope for the future, not
On one occasion he 12,500,000 barrels annually and sur tion cover only about
S00 square
the Toronto to the New York World. bought a fairly prosperous daily news passed that of three of the longstand
school pupil dot's not read.
only in this world but also in the
miles. Geologists have found promis
He has been elected (euphemistic for paper. ran it for five years and lost so ing leaders among the countries to
“ A librarian must believe tremen world to come, and I will show you a
ing structure tor oil in Mexico over
Govermentally appointed) chairman much money he decided he had better which the world looked for its oil
an area aggregating 2.:o,d<i(i square dously that life is barren indeed that happy family.
of the first Canadian Board of the get out
Th|e Newspaper struggled supply— Roumania, Galicia and the miles.
dot's have the broadening and deepen
Grand Trunk Railway. And following along for a few years longer and then Dutch East Indies.
ing that can come from familiarity
“ Th futun
re of the Mexican oil
the consolidation of the Grand Trunk died
with the best literature. With read
dustry is likely to be profoundly
“
In
1912
this
production
was
doubl-,
with the Canadian National Railway
ing in the home fast becoming a lost
In 1911 Flavelle was of the most de ed and by 1917 it had more than ! footed by political developments.
he Is to be chairman of the board that I
termined opponents of reciprocity and doubled again. In 1918 Mexican oil Mexican constitution of 1917 in effect art, it is in the school, if at all, that
will manage the consolidation system.
of trade with the United States. Now. wells yielded nearly Ol.ooO.ooi) barrels (let lares that oil found under land the future citizens of our republic
In other words, he is to be general
as manger of the Grand Trunk, with and in 1919. more than S7,o0o,0(io does not belong to the owner of the must get this love of good reading.’
manager of all Canada's Government
its important terminals in Portland, barrels. This latter production was land, but to the state. This provision
Touching on "Joy reading in the
railways, including the entire old G.
Maine, and Chicago, his success will in excess not only of the current and regulations based on -elementary
grades," Adeline B. Xach.............
.
,
.
,.
it
have
been
T. R. and C. N. R. systems.
Ten 1
be largely dependent on transbound
annual production of Russia, previous- contested by the foreign
interests j
^Rief/00 * ,raUeS’ ^ ar
years ago, under private ownership, it
ary trade.
ly second among oil producing conn- which control 97 per cent of the Mexi- I
todk a dozen captains of industry to
The most interesting phase of Fla tries, but also exceeded Russia's high- (,;tn °il industry. Action has been
*)ebeve in the power of
run these various roads. Sir William
MacKenzie, Sir Donald Mann and D. velle’s career centres around the fact water mark of 85,000,0(10 barrels in tuken both through diplomatic chan hooks to affect the soul of the child, j
B. Hanna headed the C. N. R. manage that at the close of the war he was 1901. Now7 only the United States, nels and in the Mexican courts, but and who have the present happiness ;
ment, while Charles M. Hayes, with the most hated man in Canada in with a production of nearly 4UO,uOO,o<H) no final decisions have been rmich- and the future welfare of children at .
ed."
heart, must not only theorize and j
'
his absentee board of English direc spite of his great public services. He barrels .is ahead of Mexico.
;
had
come
to
personify
in
the
public
hope
but must he convinced and then j
tors, was struggling with the Grand
“ But Mexico is accepted as having
mind profiteering, capitalistic greed
use
every
means in our power to j
Trunk.
the greatest demonstrated oil field in THE LOVE OF GOOD
and place hunting, which during war
convince
teachers,
principals and j
;
the
world,
and
it
is
estimated
that
if
Flavelle will be general manager of
READING MUST BE
Jtime were more noticeable because
especially
'♦wards
of
education
of the I
all
its
producing
wells
had
been
per
22,375 miles of railway— perhaps the
more active and in striking contrast
mitted to flow at their maximum (lur
BORN IN SCHOOL need of supplying all the children of
largest single railway system in the
to the prevailing qualities of sacrifice.
the community with the proper books
ing 1919 the
resulting
production
world. But it isn’t mileage that makes
The love of good reading must be
A Government probe into the bacon
for the right kind of joy reading."
would have been 32.000.000 barrels
his job gigantic; it's deficits.
born in the American people in the
industry- had revealed what seemed to
more
than
the
actual
production
of
In recent years on operation alone
be enormous profits, going presumably
school if at all, according to speak
8how me a family with the stamp
In packages of 10 Cigars each
the entire world in 1918. As a mat
the railways to which Flavelle now
to Flavelle, at a period when he had ,
ers
before the library
department
ter of fact, only about 12 per cent,
becomes stepfather have been running
been exhorting manufacturers to pro
of the potential flow of the Mexican of the National Education Associa
behind at the rate of from $40,000,000
duce shells and munitions, making use
wells is permitted because storage, tion recently. The nation faces real
to $60,000,000 a year. Some pessimists j
of his famous phrase, “ To hell with
refining and transportation facilities
talk darkly of the future and the pos-' profits.”
danger if this work is not done the
j
are
inadequate to take care of more.
* sible effect of this dead weight on Ca
librarians were told.
About
the
same
time
it
was
ani
These facilities are being steadily
nadian finance, but don’t blame this
“ We hear much these days in re
showing on Government ownership— nounced he had been created a baro- j increased, however, and exports alone
: net— thus securing one of the two or for 1920 probably averaged Kt.ooo.ooo gard to the dangers arising from
at least not yet. It is a monument,
i three heredity titles that had been barrels a month, the rate definitely illiterate people, but really the halfrather to the inefficiency of private
educated person, who knows many
ownership, pap-fed by Governments conferred in Canada. It is difficult to established for the first six months
things,
hut left school at too early
|
describe
the
resentment
that
was
of the year.
and bedeviled, perhaps, by Govern
an age to have learned to think
j
created
by
this
incident.
It
was
partment interference.
' ly responsible for the agitation that | “ The practice of Mexican natives of clearly and reason well, is far more
To Flavelle has be?n handed the job
resulted In Parliament asking the King j collecting fragments of asphalt and dangerous than the illiterates," said
of checking the growth of these oper
Williams
to confer no more titles of any kind in i bitumen which floated on the waters Sherman
chief
of
the
ating deficits and of abolishing them.
|of a large lagoon near the coast of school libraries division
Canadk.
Albany,
N.
Only very sanguine persons expect
Many people thought their resent the Gulf of Merieo—-south of Tampico Y. “ The Public Library should conhim to succeed fully.
ment was personal against Flavelle and selling them in the neighboring tinue the education of these half
There are hundreds, perhaps thou
Y ou ’ll be surprised to find what a strong,
But it was really against a system. 1city, led to the realization that there educated people.
sands, of miles of the system which ;
handsome, well-made Loose Leaf Ledger w e can
They saw Canada threatened w ith a ! must be underground petroleum sup
"One
is
not
necessarily
better
off
it is said, cannot pay axle grease, and ,
flood of new war order decorations,; plies near. Small producing wells or a (letter citizen on account of be
give you at a very reasonable price. Just ask us
where the rails and ties should be rip -1
and when hereditary distinctions such j and even fairly large producers were ing able to read. He may be worse
to show you our Riverside Ledger, made by the
ped up and salvaged. Why were such j
as baronetcies, to be followed by bar brought in from 19<H onward, but it for it. That depends upon the kind
National Blank Book Company.
lines constructed? The answers may (
onies and perhaps some day by Duke-1 was not until 1908 that the first of of reading he does. This must
I f you want a ledger with all-steel back, Russia
not
vary. Politics sometimes, or mad
doms, began to fall, they knew this the tremendous gushers that have be left to chance.
and Corduroy cover, cylinder lock fitted with
competition for new territory. Or just involved setting up for all time the ! astonistie^ the world was brought in
"The school through the us< of
special flat key, you’ll be interested in the Royal,
sheer inefficiency and lack of fore
caste system of Europe. And in spirit ' near San Geronimo, spouting between
its library, and the public library a
which
also has the National trade-mark.
sight.
Then there is that great
■
60.0(H)
and
75,000
barrels
of
oil
a
day.
i they rebelled.
well must see to it that children leai ■n
stretch o f railway across the hinter
W e carry National Ledger Sheets, Post Binders,
It now appears that in neither the j “ No such stream of oil had ever been
to love to read that which h worth
land of Ontario and Quebec from WinColumnar Sheets, Ring Binders, Note-Books, and
j profiteering nor the title incidents was encountered before and the drillers
while.
This is a teaching process
nepeg to the St. Lawrence.
Until
a,full line of office stationery and supplies.
i Flavelle deserving of anything like the |were entirely unprepared to cope with
and in most cases will Vie done at
newspaper correspondents seeking the
the
situation.
The
great
geyser
of
censure that was poured out on him.
school or not at all.”
missing balloonists found this railway i
Ambitious, ruthless, intolerant he may oil caught fire from the boiler of the
in the wilderness at Mattice probably I
Ellen F. Gharnberlayne, librarian
be, but he has also a native high-mind- drilling outfit and for two months
For Sale by Times Publishing Company, Houlton, Maine
not one American in a thousand knew j
constituted the greatest
and most
edness.
it existed. Nevertheless it is ballasted j
If he makes a success of the na spectacular oil fire that the world has
and granded up to a standard scarcely
The roaring pillar of
tional railways he will have expiated j ever known.
surpassed on this continent. The ex
all the public sins be was ever charg-; flame shot upward during its greatest
pense was enormous. Why? Politics?
ed with and will be the public’s most j fury to a height of 80u to 14(H) feet,
Laurier? Hays? It is controversial.
popular hero.
I illuminating the countryside at night
Anyway, recriminations now won’t
tor many miles, and was visible to
pay dividends. And Flavelle must take
ships more than 1*H) miles at sea. It
the mess as he finds it. A vast work
was finally extinguished
by huge
can be done in co-ordinating the two
pumps throwing streams of gravel
old competing systems.
There are
Since the world war emphasized the and mud.
tremendous duplications of expense in importance of petroleum in modem
“ The gigantic- gushers of Mexico
management in trackage and in oper warfare and awakened a keen realiza-:I
are believed to flow not
from
oil
ation that can be eliminated. And Fla tion of the even greater part it will j
sands, as in many fields, hut from
Don’t let guess work and verbal promises decide your choice of
velle will eliminate them. If, with the be called on to play in reconstruction \
caverns hollowed from limestone by
economics he will effect, there come and in the industrial and commercial j
erosion and later filled with oil. It
an increase in business, through development of the future, interest has j
is supposed that the underground
growth of the country, immigration turned more and more to Mexico, ;
lakes of oil rest on water under
and increase of wealth, who knows which contains the most spectacular , artesian pressure. What
may eventbut what in ten years Canada’s white of the present producing oil fields.
' ually be expected is illustrated
by
elephant will be transferred into a This nearby oil region is the subject
j one of the most famous of oil wells,
great asset? There’s one more “if”— of the following bulletin issued by
the Botrero del Llano.
This well
which is, if the clutches of the C. P. the National Geographic Society:
Learn— W hy the C. B. F. R. Copper Covered Rod, with its famous, patent
; flowed a mighty stream of oil for
R. are avoided.
“ Mexico came into the world race eight years, producing more than a
ed, Dove Tail ’Coupling, should be the Lightning Rod of your choice
The man who had been given this |for oil production late. Its first pro
million barrels regularly each month,
herculean job is 63 years old with j ducing well, yielding a modest 5ft
year in and year out.
Finally the
grey hair and a closely-clippel grey barrels a day, was brought in not
golden stream turned to worthless
ing beard.
j quite 20 years ago. Now it has a salt water over night.
There is something stimulating to
the imagination in the fact that this
Interesting Facts on
pre-eminent railway executive job
Lightning Rods— No. 1
should be handed to a man who has
never in,his life had a thing to do with
railway management.
He has how
The C. B. F. R. Lightning Rod— IS H O T DIPPED
ever, had ample experience in finance,
and as, judging by the deficits. Cana
r ust - p n
b u t fe w rcaliz*
das pressing railway problem is one
I T1i Z 1', p
of finance. Flavelle qualifies. It is
a Ivanizing.
considered he can hire men with ex- j
perience to fire the engines and col
i!. f. i:
Hr. ■thers F r a n k l i n R o d i< d i pp e d b y th*
lect the fares. Nevertheless the ap
;Rr
)])
n n i t a r t u r i ' d in tin- *'Xp*'*.,tati**n that it
ti
pointment may be taken by railway
■r1;
ni near, salt w a t e r .
There
executives as a slight upon their qual
mo r e e x a c t i n g
ifications.
at n< ' Sphere af f ect. -d by tile < •art.
Flavelle’s greatest executive success
S- unet hi n g m« a »- t h a n
was as Chairman of the Imperial Mu
l l e l ' e l i l m « ' f ZilH
r e q u i r e d to p r o t e e t iron or :
l ] ni this sort i f e," ,rr<1
nitions Board, which moblized the
i n ' s s')
i . .<>
: p a n d it s t a n d s t o
-on t h a t T i l l - : C A P A C I T Y
manufacturers of Canada for war work
\NY PIECE ni
*ALVA N'lZEI ) _K< U) TO R E S I S T R E S T I S G O V E R N E D
and which created in a few weeks’
THE THICKNESS
N „ EVEN DIHTR IlifT K »X OF THE ZL\< ci »ATIXG.
time vast new basic industries, includ
M o th e r
ing shipbuilding and aeroplane con- ,
Tr >nlv •l ire
,• *o o b t a i n a h e a v y
ating that is more than a mere Him,
struct ion. It was a work which has !
e
m
p
l
o
y
the
Ho
t
G
t
J
v
a
n
i
z
i
n
g
fin
cssnever been adequately described. Fla-1
-note this very important distinct ion.
W h i l e a h e a v y coat must result w h e n
velle did it. In recognition he gets
the Hot Galvanizing process is
this new task.
used, the ma i n o b j e c t o f all o t h e r p r o c e s s e s is to apply as light a coating
as
" O f course I ’ll go to the movies if I can be comfortable.
Flavelle’s personal fortune was built
possi bl e, t hus r e d u c i n g the m a n u f a c t u r i n g
cost.
Therefore,
it
follows
logically,
These
Casco
summer
shoes
are
as
light
and
comfortable
as
on pork packing. He largely organiz
that the thinner coating of zinc, the sooner it will rust.
any house shoe, but they sre z:nzrt enough in appearance
ed and created the industry in Canada.
to
wear
anywhere
in
vacation.
They
look
good,
feel
good
His retail butcher stores dotting all
Article No. 2 will be published shortly
and I don’t have to fuss with changing.”
the cities and tow n^w ere the first
Every member o f the family con get a lot more real en
Watch for it
“chains” in Canada. But in recent
joyment out of the summer afternoons and evenings with
years has devoted most of his energy
Hood Casco Bals. They are light, easy and cool, stylish in
to financial operations. He controls

H ow M uch D o Y ou
Pay for a L edger?

H ave It D one Right
the First Time

CALLS MEXICAN
OIL YIELD SAFE

Lightning Rods

---------------------- Investigate-----------------------

*

[v

•T il g o a lo n g as I am.’

W A TCH
THE BIG 4

appearance, and give excellent wear. Note their superior
construction and examine the Hood patented pneumatic
heel — "You walk on air.”
oAsk any dealer or write us.

H o o d R u b b e r Produ cts C o., Inc.
Watertown, Massachusetts.

-HOOD*

Stommch-Kidneys- Heart •U v e t
Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's stand
ard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles—

GOLD MEDAL
The National Namadj of Holland fo«
cantariaaand andovaad by Quaan Wilhal*,
■fina. At all druggists, tbraa sizes.
I s a b lw lla m w O a U M d a jM trn r tos

Estimate of the cost of rodding your building with the original Cole
Brothers Franklin Rod cheerfully given without obligation

^CANVAS

b o r ti& t

ATHLETIC
T h e H o o d Athletic ii a prime
favorite with active, real boys in
city, town and country. Suction
soles that prevent slipping. Sport
trimmed and made to wear. T h e
H o o d Process puts all parts to*
aether to stay. M ake your boy
nappy with a pair of Hood
Athletics.

The C. B. F. R., Copper Covered Rod not only offers you the greatest pro
tection, but the endurance and resistance of the C. B. F. R. Rod to the
ravages of time and the elements, has set a standard of quality and service
not yet surpassed or obtained by any competitive Lightning Rod

S . C . S h e a

SPO R T SH U

31 Spring Street

B ig men and little men want
sport trimming o n their play
shoes. T h e Sportshu is red trim*
med, red corn r Rod sole — a
splendid choc ^ a moderate
price. A n d how the little folks
like their looks. A sk for H o o d
Sportshu.

Houlton, Maine

Licensed Representative for the
Miller Li ght ni ng Rod C o mp a n y
St. Louis

Established 1866

M issou ri
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P A G ! FOUR

SUMMER RESORT
POPULAR PLACE
Many New Cottages a n d
Good Entertainment
for Visitors

WITH THE HOULTON
HORSES AT FREDERICTON
'

(Continued from page 1)

ATTRACTIONS FOR
HOULTON FAIR

Third day:
2.14 T ro t and Pace.

Purse $400

Giving an Extra Day of Sport
Never Seen in Houlton

Ready to Oblige

Vox— "I see Mr. Hughes says he is
tired of hearing ‘Mr. Secretary’ and
wishes folks would call him some
thing else.”
Populi— “ He needn’t get impatient.
Unless lie’s lucky they will be calling
him a lot of things in a little while.”

CLASSIFIED

ADS

CLASSIFIED

ADS

For Sale— Two Ford Trucks at a good Office rooms fo r rent in Houlton T ru s t

trade.

H. W. Richards, Tel. 25'k 330

For Sale— My Residence on North St.

for particulars inquire
Conlogue. Tel. 4S6-1

of

Mary
;jotf

For Sale— Six room house on one of

Co. building.
Co
Buy

Alarm

Inquire Houlton Trust
227

Clocks at

Osgood's and

save money.
Why

pay big

prices

for

Diamonds

Buster Boy, 2.10(4 chg by
the best streets in town. Electricwhile Osgood is in business. See
lights and other conveniences, large him.
1 1 1
Balboa (Hanson)
lot
N O T IC E
'“ f
For particulars Phone 371-W.
Little Anna S. bm
Bank Book No. 15226 issued by tht
30tf Coupons for ty p e w rite r ribbons may
u
2 7 0
(Cameron)
Houlton Savings Bank is reported lost
be exchanged at the TIMES office
Since
the
annual
premium
list
of
6 2 4
and this notice is given, as required A m a te u r finishing and developing 35c for any machine.
Few people In this vicinity realize Nero Bingen, bs (Willard)
O
the
Houlton
Agricultural
Society
was
;
j)y
ia
iw, that a duplicate hook may be _ I)er r<)^’
or 3 exposure. Reprints
O 3 3
the great boon to the community Fern Hal, blkm (Nevers)
; ,>c each, ( ’ash with order. Try us Dry mill wood for sale by the load at
7 4 5 issued an added attraction for Houl- issued,
afforded by the presence only .five Touz, chm, (Rice)
L. O. Ludwig,
Lndwie. Treas. 0„1 1 ^-vour
, r)ext roll. Eagle Photo Co.,
a low price. Call Tel. 75-4, Chas.
ton’s Big Fair has been arranged for
929p Wilcox, High street
miles from town of a resort such as j Colonel Marque, bs (South330 1 . O. Box 934, Portland, Me.
328p
I July 25, 1921.
6 6 the opening day Monday, Aug. 29,
4
Crescent Park, which in the past few
ard)
W a n te d — Capable maid for general
5 7 which will be sure to please lovers
5
years, has grown to be one of the most |The Exposer bg (Sharen)
Mrs. f1red rick (.. Leen of Sherman
LAWS TO BE ENFORCED
housework. Apply to Mrs. James
of
exciting
sport.
popular summer places in northern I Emotionless, blkm
tf27
Mills was the guest of Mrs.
Ora M. Pierce, 135 Main street.
Again
the
public
is
notified
“
Wild
Bill”
Endicott
and
his
fleet
dis
8
Maine.
j (Boutilier)
Billings and her sister Miss Eugenia For Sale— One light one horse jig g e r
of racing automobiles driven by pro that every and all laws regard
Situated on the beautiful body of j 'Time— 2.10(4. 2.1114, 2-11(4Murray during Chautauqua week.
wagon, one two seat riding wagon.
fessional “ dare devils" will entertain ing automobiles and driving,
water, Nickerson Lake, it offers |
2.20 Pace. Purse $400
For sale cheap. L. O. Ludwig.
tf
the crowd with their varied racing
both state laws and town ordi
excellent facilities for bathing, boa‘- Donabl K ebb. bB by Dan'S
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
For Sale at a Bargain— A second hand
program consisting of % mile dashes,
lug. canoeing, dancing, picnics and j BrotheI, (Stewart)
D IS C H A R G E
1 1 1 one mile sprint and live and ten mile nances, will be strictly enforced
5 pass. Dodge touring car in good
banquets and it is estimated that fully
the m a tte r o f
condition. Apply to Lester F. Ellis,
3 4 2 races.
without favoritism or partiality In
Bingen R, bs, (Bovard)
H e lm e r A. E splin g
In Haiikruiitcv Tel. 343-4.
ten thousand people have thus far
Netwood Kinney, bg (Douse) 4 3 3
Bankruptl
This event has been especially beginning Monday, May 2. This
this summer taken advantage of its
.,
1 • .
x
l
T(L,th ® Hon Clarence Hale, Judge o f tne Osgood’s Hand Made W eddina Rinas
Money Man, blkg, (Brickley) 2 2 ds arranged for the twice around tracks ■ 1 1
includes the driving of an au'to- D istr ict Court o f the United States for
arp 14 K t
mahy benefits, there being five hun
..................
,
63
th eD istr ict o f Maine.
are 14 Kt- oolid Gold and Seamless.
M aine
Hayward Wilkes, bg (Nevers) 6 5 ds with cars particularly constructed
dred people there at the opening
H E L M E R A. E S P L I N G , o f N e w Sweden
5 6 ds for this work, and wherever shown mobile with only one light, stop
Helen Peters, bm (Utton)*
W a n te d — Capable girl
fo r general
night In the later part of May.
n
in
the
County
of
A roo stook
and
ping
on
the
wrong
side
of
the
ds
7
i
Queen Peters bm (Willard)
housework. Small family and every
have
proved
to
be
a
great
drawing
1«
.
State o f Maine, In said Distr ic t respectHundreds of bathers take refuge in
convience. Apply to TIMES office.
Time— 2.14(4, 2.14(4, 2.14%.
card. Don’t forget the date, Monday Street, speeding etc., also that fully represents that on the 18th day
the cool waters of the lake each week
tf
Aug. 29th.
all wagons must carry a light !’l inrt^ usth I*1*1 t I,ast’ h^. was dul> ____________________________
2.21 T ro t.
Purse $400
during the hot summer months and
This will make a five day celebra after dark
Congress relating to B ankruptc y; that
aluea Subscriber says Every tim e
for those who are not interested in Saskia, bm, by Atlantic Ex
he has duly surrendered all his p ro perty
that I have used these columns for
tion and pleasure seekers cannot find
bathing there are at their disposal
tf
Chief
of
Police.
rights
o
f
property,
and
has
fully
selling
articles, they have been sucpress (Keyes)
in all Maine a nicer place to spend a
^ E pIl.etL wUA all„ tl?e requirements of ce8sful.” T rv them.
ten canoes, six rowboats, and two Victoria, bm, (Nevers)
1
— ----------------------------- --------------------- - said A c ts and of the orders o f Court
J
week than at the Houlton Fair where ,
touching his bankruptcy.
_
‘
^TTUi
I------------------ -----motor boats, one with a carrying The Manor, bs, (Raymond)
PETITION
TO
W h e r e f o r e he p r a y s , T h a t he m a y be T y p e w rite r Ribbons for all Machines
entertainment of every sort will be
decreed by the Cou ri to have a f u l l dlsas well as Carbon Paper made by
capacity of six people and the other I Dolly Duroc, 2d, bm, (PotvinREPAIR BUILDINGS ^ har? e. f r o m Jan del?ts. pro vab Ie against Webster— There’s none better. Call
4 4 provided.
of thirty. A trip around the lake, I Lint)
his esta te under said bankruptcy Acts,
Ground reservations are rapidly be
Houlton, Maine. July 19th 1921. except such debts as are excepted by or send to TIMES Office.
which measures about three miles Miss Peter Splan( bm (Brickaw from such discharge.
To Mr. J. G. Chadwick,
ing
taken
up
and
it
is
an
assured
fact
long and a mile and a half wide at its
ley)
I r o .'d this T.nh flay of .inly, A. D. 1!>21. Girls W anted fo r Clothes Pin Factory
Building Inspector,
that
the
Midway
is
going
to
he
a
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
HEL.MGR A. E S P L I N G
widest point, takes forty-five minutes |Rosetta McKinney, bm (TayHoulton, Maine.
Inquire at office of Summit
Bankrupt. work.
Dear Sir:
to .complete and the boats are always j lor)
fi 6 hummer this year.
Lumber Company, Houlton or write
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
Of
course
the
quality
of
the
rating
I
desire
permission
to
repair,
by
re
ready to perform this function which j chimes Tell Jr., blks (WilDistrict of Maine, N orth ern Division, ss to above Company at Davidson.
tf
events need not be dwelt upon. The roofing etc., flic Stable building wh.ch
<>n this g:;r.l
day
<,f
July.
A.
I >.
serves as an exhillrating outing for
7 dis
lard)
was damaged by (ire March 9th. 1921, 1921, on reading the fore go in g petition,
racing
is
always
good
on
Houlton’s
Loss
of
V
ita
lit
y
is
loss
of
the
prin
pleasure seekers.
Time- -2.16(4, 2.15(4, 2.15%.
roof to be low pitch and covered with
ciple of life, and is early indicated by
fast track and this season of •,lnisted" iron walls also to be covered with iron it is The spacious pavilion measuring
O rdered by the C o u rt,
T h a t a hearing failing
appetite
and
diminishing
records
promises
some
thrillers
when
b«*
had
upon
the
same
mi
tile
2nd
day
of
if required. Said building being situat
sixty by thirty feet is one of the best
strength and endurance. Hood's Sar
September,
A.
I
>
.
lX
'l,
before
tile
said
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK
they start here Aug. 3o. ;!1. Sept. 1. 2. ed on the south side of Military street
saparilla is the greatest vitalizer— it
dance halls in Aroostook County and
court at B an gor in said Distriet. Northern
The auto racing the opening day. in Houlton, Me. and owned by me.
acts on all the organs and functions,
List
of
officers
and
corporators
the frequent dances held there during
Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon;
Respectfully vours.
that notiee th ereof be published in and builds up the whole system.
the vacation season are liberally at elected at the annual meeting of the Aug. 29th, will necessitate some
L. O. LUDWIG and
the Hou lton Times, a newspap er printed
a
d
m
i
s
s
i
o
n
in said District, N orth ern Division, and
tended not only from town but from Houlton Savings Bank. July 19th. 1921. ' change in the advertised
that all known credito rs and other p e r 
Houlton. Maine
prices, but it's going to be worth the
"*■
Officers
all over the county. In addition to
sons,
in interest, m ay appear at the said
July 2n 1921. time and
place, and show cause, if any
President money. Spend your vacation in Houl
E. L. Cleveland
serving as a dance hall this room is
To Mr. Jotia Chadwick,
they have, w h y the p ra ye r o f said p e t i 
ton
and
take
in
the
Fair
Hive
whole
Vice
ides.
Simon
Friedman
tioner should not be granted.
of ample size to accomodate banquets
Building Inspector,
A n d It is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t ,
Treasurer days.
Town of Houlton, Me.
L. O. Ludwig
and as many as fifteen have been
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by
Dear Sir:
mail to all known creditors copies o f said
Ass’t Treas.
S. E. Davis
catered to this season by George
r
e
p
a
i
r
by
repetition
and
this
order,
addressed
to
I desire permission t<
Frank H. Putnam left Thursday for
T rustees
Russell, the popular proprietor ant his
them
at their places o f residence as
roofing etc., the stable buildin and stated.
Boston where he is to enter a hospital
j E. L. Cleveland, S. Friedman, L
wife.
tenement which was damaged by fire
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
for
treatment.
Marcli 9. 1921. Roof to lie low pitch Judge j ) f the said Court, and the seal
afternoon
Ludwig,
James
H.
Kidder,
Chas.
Now is the time to make plans for
For the benefit of the
at B an g or in the N orth ern D i v i 
and covered with iron. Walls of build- thereof,
We
crowds and those who visit there in Fogg, James Archibald ( ’has. E. Dunn,
sion of suiU District on the 22rd flay of joining our September classes.
ing also P> be covered with iron, if .July. A. D. l:*21.
will be glad to reserve a seat for you,
the evening when there is no scheduled Nathaniel Tompkins,
required. Said building being situated
and assist you in getting started. A
(L . S.)
ISAB E L SHEEHAN,
FRED THOMPSON
dance there has been installed an
Corporators
Deputy Clerk
on the south Hue of Military street
limited enrollment and careful in
and order thereon
WAS MISERABLE in said Houlton and owned by me. A true copyA ttoefs t:petition
electric piano which is easily persuad-! Frederick A. Powers. George A
struction insures your success.
IS A B E L SH E E H AN ,
R e s p e c t fullv.
Deputy Clerk. Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me.
ed by means of a nickel to dispense Gorham, Geo. Q. Nickerson, Chas. E.
.MARTIN LA W LIS
music for dances. It is the plan of Dunn. Samuel Lane, E. S. Powers, J. "Things Have Been Turned Right
Around For Me Since I Got
the owner to next year have a new A. Brown, A. P. Bennett, A. J. Saunders
On the aforestated petitions notice !11MI!U111!11!im!T1M!UTU!!!ITUiUTU
T anlac,” He Declares
is hereby given that the Selectmen
up-to-date electric piano of the latest, Chas. H. Fogg, M. M. Clark, H. W.
will be in session at their office on
model installed.
; Grinnell. F. A. Peabody. G. E. Wilkins.
"I used to get up in the morning so th*> 13th 'lay of August 1921. at ten
Banquets and picnics constitute a , C. H. Pierce, L. P. Hughes, James
o’clock in t;ie forenoon, at which time
W e want you to try
very large majority of the trade at Madigan, Geo. B. Dunn, Chas.
F. stiff, tired and worn out I could hard and place all citizens of tht* town can
Crescent Park and catering for such Carney,
R.
A.
Stimson.
Warren ly move; but since taking rlanlae I be heard, tf) show cause if any they
•occasions Is one of the best things Skillen, W. H. McGary, Fred Putnam, wake up feeling just fine, can get have, why this petition should not l.e
granted.
that landlord Russell does.
Over B. Archibald, L. S. Black, A. B. Smart, around as well as 1 could when a boy
A. E. A STLE
An effective remedy for headache, dizziness, nervousness, loss of sleep, etc.
thirty-five picnic crowds have enjoyed James Archibald. Geo. S. Gentle. L. of sixteen and it actually seems that
HOWARD WEBB
without opiates, chloral or cocaine. All druggists. Free samples sent by
A. E CARTER
the hospitality, imparted there this O. Ludwig, J. K. Plummer, S. Fried- I feel better than I ever did before
Selectmen of Houlton.
summer and fifteen banquets have been man, E. L. Cleveland. Beecher Putnam in my life.” was the enthusiastic state
Ballard Golden Oil Company, Old Town, Maine
At Houlton. Me. Dated Julv, 23. 1921.
held to date.
Jas. H. Kidder, G. W. Richards. A. E. ment made by Fred Thompson of 223
MmiiiMiminniiMmi
The pavilion, which is the center Astle, Jas. M. Pierce. T. V. Doherty. Cumberland Ave., Portland. Me.
Mr. Thompson is a life-long resident
Of things, also has a well equipped Nathaniel Tompkins, Chas. P. Barm s.
S T A T E M E N T OF T H E C O N D I T I O N
store to serve the thirsty and hungry H. I). Smart.
, of Portland and has been connected
of the
with Rundlett <Jv Company, wholesale
public, and the amount of soft beer j Attest: L. O. Ludwig. Clerk,
fish dealers, for many years.
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK, HOULTON
which is sold over the counter
^ __ „
“ At the time I began taking 1an !;n
June 27, 1921
averages almost a truck load a day.
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N FOR
my stomach had been in mi- •Tab I*E. L. Cleveland, President
L. O. Ludwig, T re a s u re r
The store has been enlarged this
.
D IS C H A R G E
condition for over two year's, I had
year since the park was purchased |n ,he m:mer ot
Simon Friedman, Vice Pres.
S. E. Davis, Asst. Treas.
no appetite at all. and my bn a k fast
by the present owner from its builder Ht.nry Hunter
in Bankruptcy

Here ’s Something for Nothing

B a lla rd s Headache T a b le ts

F. E. Stephenson, and the piazza has
been enlarged.
Many Houlton people have cottages
on the shores of the lake, there to
enjoy the summer holidays the short
distance from town making it easily
accessible in the evenings. Among
the local people having cottages th ere
a i« L. O. Ludwig, “Camp Cove,” Ir a
_

__. „

. . ____ „ r.

Bankrupt.
T o the Hon. Claren ce Hale. Judge o f the
District Court o f the United States for
the District of Maine.
HENRY
H U N T E R of M a c w a h .. <■
in
the
county
of
Aroostook.
and
State o f Maine, in said D istr ict res p e c t
fully represents that on the 22nd day of
July,
last
past,
he
was
d u 1v
adjudged bankrupt as aforesaid
under
the A cts of Congress relating to B an k ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
all his property and rights of property,
an(j hag f ujjy complied with all the requirements o f said Acts and
of
the
orders of
Court
touching
his bank-

a

G. Hersey, Rest C
g ,
g
'
Gentle, “Point Breeze,
Miss Grace
Clark, “Seldom Inn,’ Mel Putnam,
“Momaguin,”
Mrs.
Buzzell,
“The

j

p r , y li

BlrehM.” James & Doherty. 'Kam p ra% l,, n to r.
That
roay b.
Kold Spring, W. P. Mansur, tw o,: decreed by the Court to have a full disGeorge Alchards. Halson R ic h a rd s , charge from all debts provable against
James Madigan, Albert K. Stetson, ! his estate under said bankruptcy Acts.
*

_

__

... „

p , o n |. 1except such debts as

are excepted

by

“Out of Sight.” S. D. Hamilton. Frank |aw from <uch dlachargly
Peabody, Martin Lawlis, O. B. Porter,
Dated this isth day of jury, a . r>. 1921.
Order of Eastern Star, and many
henry hunter
.
° tD er> -

.

-

Bankrupt.
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
District of Maine, Northern Division, se

_

The present season is one
!>est in the history of Crescent Park
Qn thfw 23rd dav ()f JuIv A
r)
■contrary to reports from nearly every ( 1921, on reading the foregoing petition,
nthar dIm i u m resort and amusement, R ^*
O tn er p ie »B U * »

\ Ordered

by

the

Court, That

a

hearlnx

place In the State. The cot ag
be had upon the same on the 2nd day of
filled almost continually and all Of the : September, A . I>. 192l, before said Court
eiz which are owned by the landlord ; at B angor In said District, Northern
A n d rented out to vacationers, are Division at 10 o ’clock in the forenoon;
ana rented o u i IU
.
Iand that notice thereof be pabttshed in
filled at present and many are sp
. tyie Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
tor for months ahead.
! in said District, Northern Division, and
This year saw the erection Of six that all known creditors and other percottages two by the proprietor » ° " s
Interest, may appear at the said
cottages, 1
j
j time and place, and show cause, If any
and one each by Frank P . Berry, ; t^ey j,avet w j,y the p rayer o f said petiJoSeph Robinson, F. E. Stephenson, j tioner should not be granted.
d A O

BriKXS

! And It !• Further Ordered by the Court.

T R U S T E E S — E. L. Cleveland, Simon Friedman. L. O. Ludwig, James
H. Kidder. Charles H. Fogg. James Archibald, Charles E. Dunn. Nathaniel
T ompkins.
Organized February 13, 1872.

w a s g e n e r a l l y h a l f a cup o f c o f f e e and
h a l f a d o u g h n u t.
many

nights

b loa tin g

I

I just

M y foo d s o u r e d and
suffered

c ou ld

so

not

w ith

s ta y

gas

in bed

LIABILITIES

and o f t e n g o t so sick I c o u ld n 't r e t a in
a n y t h i n g I ate.

M y le g s a c h e s t e r r i b 

ly,

h a rdly

and

I c ou ld

s tan d

up

Deposits
Reserve fund
Tiidivided profits
Hills payable

at

t i m e s , an d m a n y m o r n i n g s it w a s ju s t
all I c ou ld d o to get out o f bed.
w h ile

at

w ork

I

was

so

ti r e d

O ften

p in g in m y t/aeks.

“ But Tanlac has changed everything
right around for me. My stomach
seems to be in the best of condition,
as I ’m eating just anything T want
and as much as I want without the
least pain or distress. I sleep well
haven’t an ache or a pain in my body
and feel perfectly strong and well in
every way.”
Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
West End Drug Store; Bridgewater,
Bridgewater Drug Go. ; Oak field, L. A.
Barker Co.; Ludlow, O. A. Stevens;
Ashland, W. C. Bowley.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditor*
In the District Court o f the Un ited States
for the N orth e rn Division o f the D is 
trict of Maine
In Bankruptcy.
In the m atte r o f
1
B. A m l e r s o n
Ra'krunf

in B a n k r u p t c y

W e’re Enthusiastic
about W illard
Threaded Rubber
Batteries
A nd o f course, the source o f
our enthusiasm is in th eproc/u c t
—the high quality materials—the careful inspection— and on
to p o f it all W illard Threaded
R ubber Insulation.
And i f you need battery ser
vice— you know where we are!

H . M . Cates & Son
Inc.

est.
Mr. and Mrs. A. McBeth of St. John,
N. B. wore visitors in town last week
stopping at the Snell House.
Jim Wise, who ia employed in the
car shop of the Bangor and Aroostook
railroad, suffered a very painful acci
dent Friday afternoon while operating
a circular saw. In some manner his
hand slipped and the saw took of the
corner of his middle finger and split
the index finger through the middle
almost to the second joint. He had
the wound dressed and returned to
work again the same day.

A tt e s t;

41,979.63
48,000.00

RESOURCES
L'nited States bonds
Public funds of Maine
Railroad bonds of Maine
Railroad bonds out of Maine
Corporation bonds of Maine
Corporation bonds out of Maine
Railroad stock of Maine
Corporation stock of Maine
National bank stock of Maine
Other bank stock of Maine
Loans on mortgages of real estate
Loans on collateral
Loans to municipalities
Loans to corporations
Real estate investment
Cash on deposit
Cash on hand

1

$ 184,735.74
73,114.38
158,548.75
286,062.00
161,492.36
4,762.50
31,090.00
5.000. 00
14.500.00
3.000. 00
833,793.02
46,671.60
12,450.58
12.300.00

10.00
56,208.67
10,841.17
$1,894,580.77

FRED F. LAWRENCE,
Bank Commissioner.

wmm

r ir c .

N o t i c e is hereby >{iveri that on tile 22d
day o f July. A. I ». 1921 tile said Albert B.
Anderson was duly adjudicated b a n k 
rupt. ami
that
the first
meeting of
creditors will be held at the office
of
Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on the n t h day
of August. .V. D. 1921. at It) o'clock iri the
forenoon at which tim e the said creditors
) m a y attend, p ro v e their claims, appoint
1a trustee, exam ine the bankrupt
and
transact such other business as may proy eriy come befo re said meeting.
Dateil at Houlton. July 23d, 1221.
E D W I N L. V A I L ,
IS A B E L SH E E H A N
D eputy Clerk
Referee In Bankruptcy.

$1,894,580.77

Houlton, Maine

T o the credito rs of said Alb ert B A n 
derson of Stockholm in t‘h** (-ourity of
Aroo stook and District aforesaid, bank-

* T h e grounds surrounding the pav- ■That
thj® clerk
shall
s e n d by
ine gruuuuo «>»*
^ 1 man to all known crodLors copies of said
llion are always neatand present a (t,etjt|on and
order, addressed t<.
well kept appearance
which greatly I them at their places of residence aadds to the pleasure of sojourning mated.
W it n e s s the H on orab le Otarenee Hal**
there. In a large space at the top of Judge of the said Court, and the se •
the hill where the road from town thereof, at B an g or in the N orthern D t v
enters is an excellent opportunity for sion o f said District, on tie* 2.‘4rd dav <•
the parking of automobiles, and on July A. D., 1921.
( L S.)
IS A B E L SH E E H AN
evenings when there is a dance this
D eputy Clerk
space greatly resembles Union Square K true copy of petition and order thereon
on a Saturday night.
Two swings at the top of the hill
for the benefit of
the children
complete the equipment of Crescent
Park, making it easily possible for all
ages to enjoy themselves to the full

110,000.00

an d

s u f f e r e d so m u c h I just fe lt l i k e d r o p 

Albert

$1,694,601.14

9

&

BUICK
We want you to judge the new 1921 Buiek on this basis - r a p a c i t y to g i v e
definite returns on investment.

Notice to Owners and Operators of
----------------- Motor Vehicles ----------------Look over your car. Clean your number plates and see that rear light
is working.
All motor vehicles must be registered carrying one number plate at the
front and one at the rear.
All operators must carry operators license on person while operating a
motor vehicle.
Lenses must comply with the law— Bon-Ami or Paint is not legal and
must be changed.
No warnings will be given.

Maurice Elliott
State Motor Vehicle Inspector

I*et us demonstate one of the new Buieks and test
quality of dependability;
roomy comfort.

for yourself

Buiek's

inspect the accessibility of mechanism: enjoy its

The graceful new lines make doubly enjoyable the pleasure

of possession.
Since January first, regular equipment on all models includes cord tires

FRED E. HALL COMPANY
HOULTON,

M A IN E

W H E N BETTER A U T O M O B IL E S A R E B U IL T B U IC K W IL L B U IL D T H E M
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Mr. Irving Lovely is sick at his
HOULTON GRANGE
home on Franklin street. His mother
During the summer the hour of the
Mrs. H. A. Lovely of New Limerick
Grange meetings have been changed
is with him.
to 8 oclock p. m
Miss Dorothy Henderson has re
Regular meeting Wednesday eve
turned to her duties with the George
ning, July 27, at 8 o’clock work to be
John E. Guild of Melrose is the S. Gentle Insurance Company after a
During the reunion the mantle of
Subscribers should bear in
followed by a social hour when Ice
guest of Robt. Linquist on High St. weeks vacation.
civilian dignity, which each has worn
mind th at all subscriptions are
Cream and cake will be served. Ladies
Wesley S. Robinson, who has been
since returning to civil life after the
Miss Pauline Currie of Fredericton
are asked to bring cake.
payable in advance and the pa
armistice, was dropped and again they
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmen, Currie. confined to his home by illness dur
per will* be discontinued at ex
ing the past week, was able to re
were just “ doughboys” reveling in the
The Star picnic at Island Park,
piration. Notice of such expira Woodstock last week was enjoyed by sume his work Monday.
renewing of old acquaintances, swap
PROSPERITY
Miss Edmunds of Philadelphia, who
ping experiences and revealing hidden
tion will be sent out the First of many from this section.
T h e follo w ing editorial was taken from
Motoring 240 miles from Houlton to sidelights on the war that will pro
is spending the summer at Mars Hill, the T I M E S of Oet. 4, 11»16.
•each month.
Rev. Calvin Currie of Fredericton is
Augusta
to attend the first annual re bably never be recorded on the pages
is in town the guest of Mrs. June
The Aroostook potato crop gives
visiting his son Elmer Currie
and Hussey on Military street.
union
of
the 103rd infantry last week
promise of being a big winner. The
of history, yet which are remembered
Commencing Saturday, May wife on Columbia street.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Powers went to season has been most favorable in was taken as a typical example of the so well by the men from Maine.
7th, the T IM E S office will, close
The Misses Etta and Beatrice Smith Qrami Lake Stream Saturday, being |every respect. There has been no interest that the veterans show in the
This, the first reunion, marked the
.at noon every Saturday U n t il and Margaret Attridge spent the week- joine(1 Monday by Mr. and Mrs. A. G .; unfavorable change in the season as famous organization of which they
formation of the 103rd Infantry Associ
•Sept. 3. Those havuig business end in Caribou, visiting friends.
Munro, all returning home this Wed- has been experienced in other parts were a part during the World War.
ation which will be a 100% American
The party consisted of Col.'Frank
Miss Clair Grant of the Aroostook nesday.
j of the State during the early part of
with th« T IM E S Publishing Co.
organization to keep alive the spirit
hospital is spending her vacation at . A still
alarm called the fire de- the summer. The amount of acre- M. Hume, Major E.
A.
Hosford, and aims of the 103rd.
•should bsar this in mind.
her home in Canterbury, N. B.
partment to the home of Fred Stevens agc devoted to potato culture has Sergeant Verne Boutlier, Edward Iott
Colonel Hume shared the glory of
Miss Fern Russell of French’s Drug on Green street Monday forenoon for been on an average with other years, and Earl Howard.
the day with Major General Clarence
Miss Virginia Bubar spent the week Store left this morning for Bangor a chimney fire, from which there was : although smaller than last year.
j It was just four years ago this R. Edwards, commander of the divi
end at her home in Island Falls.
where she will spend her vacation.
; no damage.
! The yield per acre is up to the av- j month that the, then 26th division, sion, and he was greeted by his men
F. L. Thompson and family of WoodMr. and Mrs. Robert Keegan of Supt. of Streets Jas.
Fortier has a eruge while the qualityis superior
left Maine for Massachusetts, there with a great demonstration. He was
stock were In town Thursday calling Boston are guests at the home of Mr. crew of men putting in a new surface to the usual good quality, some peo- to set sail for the fighting line in
elected first president of the newly
•on friends.
and Mrs. John McNair on Park St. drain on the north side of Main St. pie saying that it is the
best ever iFrance, and notsince
theymarched
formed association and is also a
Mrs. Edw. F, Goodin of Oldtown
Miss Edna Fiske is visiting at the in the business section .which is very produced.
j through the lanesof cherring
thoumember of the executive committee
( Elizabeth O'Brien) is visiting rela-jhome of Mrs. Charles Wilson of P o rt-, much needed.
jt is fortunate that the situation is ! sands in Boston on their return
and presided over the post prandial
tives in town.
j land, who w'as for many years a resiWork on the concrete sidewalk So favorable in the potato market, have they been together.
exercises succeeding, the big banquet.
Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Noyes of Caribou ; dent of Houlton.
around the County buildings is pro- The conditions in other parts of the | _____________________________
were in town Sunday, making the trip ; Wilfred Doeseher combined business grossing well. The foundation is all state have not been the most favor-' '
"
~ ~ :
i
-------- =------by automobile.
with pleasure in a three
daystrip to
in and the
mixershave startel lay- able for growing crops.The large * t*°n
tbe bead an^ ^eet- R- 1 j imagine they are Tris Speakers. Lest
won the tug of war.
we create a wrong impression we
Miss Eugenia Murray left yesterday j Bangor last week.
He also visited ing the cement.
amount of rain early in the season
This year things are going to be would say that is not old Mr. Ludwig
for Patten, where she will be t h e ; Bar Harbor for a day.
Leslie Bamford, who has been at delayed many farmers in getting
guest of friends.
j Miss Phyllis Webb of Bangor, who home for some time on account of ill their seed into the ground early, different. We picked an intelligent but young Mr. Ludwig who will heave
committee to act for the Dux. In fact and it :s not Jerry McKay but “ Mooch”
Miss Virginia Monohan is visiting j has been spending a few
daysat the
health, went
to Fort Fairfield Monday an,i early
planting
isimportant
they
were so intelligent that they got McKay on first; and lest Ed Wilkins
in Bangor at the home of her aunt, home of her aunt Mrs. John Watson, night where he will visit for a
few factor in early harvesting, other
out
of
any work at all, in the connec get caught on the stock market, we
Mrs. Clarence Darling.
! returned home Friday.
days with friends.
tilings being equal. Early harvest
tion.
Bill
Fullerton got out of town would say that we are not predicting
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Quimbv, who are j Mrs. G. B. Churchill was a member
ing is quite an essential to receiving
and Jason Hassell has got potato- a shortage in cotton but rather that
living for the summer at Stockholm, j of a camping party from Fort Fairfield
the
best
prices,
for
later
the
market
CHURCH NOTICE
bugitis. Tourists can’t drive by the ^ r- A1 Vind Cotton will play short,
-were in Houlton Sunday.
j spending a week at Glacier Lake. She
Christian Science church corner. often becomes well supplied and the
store
but he will hail them to* buy a .
case the up river boys decide to
Mrs. W. B. Palmer of Haverhill, j returns home this week.
result is a drop in prices. While the
Military and High streets.
case
of
arsenoid.
Consequently
w
e
!
PR
a
south-paw against us we will
Mass, is visiting at the home of Mr. i Miss Grace Johnson of Gorham, a
Sunday morning service at
11 weather and other conditions have
fired
them
and
put
Jimmy
Nason
in
I
inject
Tom Doherty, Estabrook and
and Mrs. G. W. Vantasell on Weeks student at Colby College, is spending
been favorable during much of the
o’clock.
her vacation in town as the guest of
summed season, these" have not made ‘ rhar^e of the eats, made Ned Joy ; Doc Barton into the line up. Then it
street.
Sunday school at 11 o’clock.
Mrs. Frank Astle left yesterday for ; Sheriff and Mrs. E. W. Grant.
Subject for morning service for July UP for the delay in planting, which ' <'aptain of the bal1 team and t()ld Tom Wl11 be extremely hard for a pitcher
Brownville where she is to spend her j Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Monson of Portformed a handicap for the various Parkard t0 do the “ Pooch” Donovan to put three balls over the plate with31st: Love.
vacation with her mother, Mrs. Bruce j.iand are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
crops.
The harvesting season in act and dig up a track and f]eld team- i OUt beamng OI* bellying them, that is
Dickison.
j Warren Skillin and are receiving a
mostcrops is from
tendaysto a
A corking dinner is promised. Big
lf the-v face the Plate, and we will
FAMILY REUNIONS
Mrs. M. R.. Daley left last week for j glad hand from their many friends.
longer period later than innormal brother Mitchell, the chef at the Ex- force in runs onllit batters. Somuch
Bangor where she plans to spend two j James Tarr of the Atlantic and
seasonschange Cafe will have this important as an arsument in favor of a board of
Dickison Fami l y
or three weeks as the guest of rela- j Parifie store, is in Skowhegan where
Never
before
in
the
history
of
the
item in charge.
He has a list of the strateg-v tor a ball team,
A reunion of the Dickison family at.
tives there.
|he is taking the place of the manager
crop have so many farmers
taken ; names of those who stole all the pies
Autos will start from the Dux club
the home of Albert Dickison, Kirk
M r and Mrs Joel Vail and children of the store there during his vacation,
land. N. B. was held Sunday, July 24, advantage of the high prices at the : last year and we are in hopes to be at ten 0 elock. Every member of the
of Milo are the guests of Mr Vail’s , Thos. Henry of Boston, who has
ux club 1S earnestly requested to
at which thirty-five members of this beginning of the season, and with saved this embarrassment this time.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vail, j been in Fort Fairfield in the interests
the
prospect
of
continued
high
prices
There
will
be
scallops,
cold
meat,
hot
s
°
’ Those having ears are asked to
family were
present for a very
-Green street.
i of the Salvation Army fund, was in
the
prosperous
farmer
will
have
'neat
and
raw
meat.
Salads,
with
see
tbat those fortunate enough to not
pleasant day.
Among those • who
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Dougherty and |Houlton Thursday on his return to
in
the
bank,
while
all
of
them
chicken
the
most
prominent,
pies
and
ba'
e
an-v or those owning Fords are
money
m
tile
Dank,
wmie
all
o
gathered for the occasion were:
family, who have been at Kennebunk j Boston.
and cakes.
For irrigation purposes there gPen a chance to ride,
will
be
able
to
pay
(heir
bills
Dr. and Mrs. T. S. Dickison, Houl
beach a few weeks, returned*hcme by
Mrs. H. W. Hewes and son Henry
the '-vill be lemonade either with or withRemember the date and the place,
ton; Mr. and Mrs. William Dickison, enough to run tln*rn through
.auto Sunday.
|who have been in town visiting friends
out;
that
is,
with
or
without
red
and
bring some money as ice costs
New Bedford, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. coming vear.
Miss Marion Bamford of Boston j for the past two weeks, left Friday
: t issue paper for coloring it. There ! mone-v this dry season.
John Dickison and family, Kirkland,
formerly of this town,is spending for Moncton
en route to their home
■will also be epffee and there is some ;
.
— — ———
N. B.: Mr. and Mrs. Zeba Gray, Pem
MOOSELEUK MEDUX
her vacation here with Mr. and Mrs. j in Boston.
talk
of
a
bottle
apiece
of
Beef-Ironbroke. N. B.; Mrs. Tillie Gould and
Alex Bubar of Spring street.
( ’. p. Flinton, the local agent of the
CLUB FIELD DAY and Wine for Donovan. Brown, Oleson ,
family, Union Uorner; Mrs. James Mc
Mr. and Mrs John A. Millar return-; Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., was in
i I O i 1 e t S *11 E v e r y t h i n g
Kinley and Mr. and Mrs. Albert BabThis effusion is only of interest to Wood and Than Tompkins.
ed Saturday night from Kennebunk |Providence, R. I. last week to attend
There will be four races, the 100
kirk and family. Woodstock, N. B.; members of the Meduxnekeag Club of
in
where they spent a week with their j a field day of the New England agents
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Nicholson. Kirk- this town and of the Mooseleuk Club >'<h ,lash. the 220 yd. near dash, the
daughter, Mrs. Jas. Dougherty.
j of his company.
talf mile and the three legged race.
land, N. B.: Mr. and Mrs.
Horace of Presque Isle and their heirs.
Albert G. Millar ahd family left!
Mr. John McLean, a former resident
(Note.
Three one limbed gentlemen
Dickison and guest, Hodgdon, Me.,
On Thursday next, the weather man
by auto for Kineo, Me. where they Jof this town, who is now proprietor of
Mr. and Mrs. John Graham, Maxwell permitting, and Leon Howe being at will not be eligible for this last named
will Join Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Pomeroy a hotel in Eugene, Oregon, is the guest
N. B.: Miss Aurelia Graham and Mr. leisure, the members of the two clubs event i . #Four field events will be run Cold Cream that cleans the pores,
•OH a camping trip in that section.
j of George Russell and other friends
and Mrs. Robert Dickison.
will gather at Island Bark in Wood- off as follows, the shot put, high jump Lotions that clean the skin,
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Nickerson have j jn town for a few days,
broad jump, and the Ointments that clean up skin diseases.
stock for their second annual field and fairly
returned from a motor trip to Clare- j Oliver J. Otis, one of the prominent
“ Mysterious tub." In the last named Soaps to work with,
Wh i t t i e r Fami l y Holds Second Re day.
mont. New Hampshire, where they ! young business men of Rockland, was
any one ot an extremely open counte- Everything in fact for clean-up toilet
These two augs ofProtestants,
union
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Auber.
|in town Thursday last, having busiTin* second annual reunion of the Catholics am Scnegamhians always nance will he handicapped. Stantial requirements.
Mrs. C. L. Haley, Miss Bernice j ness with Attorney General R. \V.
descentants of Josiah
Whittier ot manage* to have ;i elluva time when is barred out entirely, also John Riley. |where we specialize in toilet goods
Haley, Miss Margaret Estabrooks,' Shaw. He made the trip by auto.
Readfield Maine was held at North they come together. It would he hard
The hall game Is going to be a cork we naturally have everything that you
Miss Louise McGee and Gordon Haley . Mr. and Mrs. B. B. McIntyre, daugli
Lake, Sunday. The members of thi- to decide which club can boast of tie* er. Bet all your money on the Houl could want and it pays to come here
left Sunday by auto for Kennebunk ; ter Miss Gertrude and Porter together
old family who were
present thm non compos “ mentistest.’ members, ton boys.
This is no Calgary Earl first because you avoid dissapointbeach.
i with the Misses Porter made an auto
year was not as great
as that of last Both clubs have got their Stevenses, dope, either. In case the opposition ments. You get what you want and
Mr. and Mrs. George Taggett and , trip to Searsport last week where they
years gathering, although even more Hayeses, M itchellses and Ervinses so start a right hander our batting list at the same time you save money
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Niles left i visited friends, returning Saturday.
J
than wen* present at the first reunion their comparative mentalities or lack will probably consist of Joy. catcher,
Sunday by auto for Dixfleld, Maine
Robert Haley of this town, who has
which was held at the home of Lewis of it are about on a par.
Now that Ludwig, pitcher, McKay, 1st. Bamford
where they will be the guests of Mrs.j been employed for the past three
Whittier at Havnesville were expect- Norm Kierstead has joined our ranks 2nd, Cotton, short, Lawlis. 3rd and
months at Waverly, Massachusetts, is
George Gray.
ed.
The number present amounted and Bill Miiliken sticks his number there will he as many outfielders as
Miss Maud Yerxa, a former composi in town where he plans to spend a
to approximately thirty, and the affair tens under the Mooseleuk table, we ■we can work in. all depending on the
tor in the TIMES office, is now month before returning to his duties.
was given in honor of J. W. Whittier claim a higher rate of intelligence.
unevenness of the field.
Chadwick,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fiske of Lowell,
employed in the linotype department
Get it at Munro’s
of Zanesvill, Ohio, who is the guest
The grand old game of candle-pins Hagerman. Munro. Donovan. Rideout,
of the Harmon C. Crocker printing Mass, together with Mr. and Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Robinson.
brought the two clubs together first. Carter and one or two more fish all
Frank Fiske of Cliftondale.
Mass,
plant in Portland.
The reunion was held at what is At least twice a year they meet o n ---------------------------------------Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Spaulding of arrived last week by auto to visit
now called Coney Island, N. B., a the polished lanes and just about as ! | L | t t
_
Caribou and Mr. and Mrs. Nathan their brother George Fiske on Fair
beautiful stretch of beach on Grand often do we suffer defeat, curse the
Perry of Presque Isle were in town street.
Miss Harriet Putnam, recently grad Lake which is described at length luck! Last, year, instead of each club
Monday, returning from a week-end
elsewhere in this issue.
holding a field day we decided to save
uated from the Deaconess hospital in
auto trip to Ellsworth.
All those who were able to be pre- the beer and get pickled together, j
Miss Florence Wheaton of the Boston, returned home last week to
sent were very enthusiastic over the Which was done.
I
Jtegltter of Deeds office and Mrs. spend a two months vacation with 1
ocasion, and all made plans to be
At that time the track and field )
......................................................
Mrs.
Amos
CUdre French of the Elpo Company, her parents, Mr. and
present at the third one which is to events were run off in a rather hap- !
left Monday for Searsport where they Putnam. ,
be held next year.
hazard manner.
Mitchell, Fullerton
FTER June 1st we will be ready to
Harry Lewin of the Aroostook Daily
are to spend their vacation.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. and Fred Stevens of P. I. were supLouis Dunlap, who for the past two News force left Thursday for a two
offer Vegetable Transplants and also
years and a half has been in the w eek* trip to Massachusetts and New Joseph Roblnson “id family of Houl- posed to have the so ahead of the
Asters, Finnias, Marigolds, Calendu
United States Army located at Fort York. While in Massachusetts he ton: Wr‘ and Mr9‘ Wintbr°P Robinson acair but as they were also on the
and
family
of
Houlton;
Mr
and
Mrs.
committee
to
pack
the
ice
around
the
las, Larkspur Seedlings .
William, has received his discharge plan* to attend the tercentenery cel
Justin Whittier of Haynesville; Mr. “ lemmaid,” we didn’t see much of
and returned home last week He does ebration at Plymouth.
onsequentlv there was no pro
We also offer the “Sticess” Window
Jason Hassell has purchased the and Mr8’ Wm Grant and dau*'hter of them, t'onsec
not plan to reenlist
man
did
what
he
thought
„
Mifif&r.i.n
I
.
L
,
f.rcenwood;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I^eroy
gram:
every
i
Box. This is made of galvanized iron,
Miss Elisabeth McAllister, Miss Rice property at Nickerson Lake,
Whittier of Danforth; Mr. and Mrs. or we thought he was best suited for.
C arr and Mr. Stearns of Orient were and will probably build a new cottage
enameled green, and is so constructed
Houl- Bill Thompson won the wind-jamming
in town Monday on their way to next season. This is one of the most Arthur K,tchin and
that it does not drip when watered.
Montreal on an auto trip, being join desirable places on the lake and will l_?n; J ^ W l»ttler _of Zanesville. O.; contest for P. I. and Fere Rideout
One watering will last a week.
Elmer Bryson of Houlton and
his demonstrated why we had a bounty
ed in Houlton by Mr. and Mrs. Will make an Ideal summer home.
father
James
Bryson,
and
Mr.
Branon
pie-faces
during
the
war
We
won
Harold Berrie, who has been spendCurrie who will take the trip with
every event that required co-ordinaing a two week’s vacation with his nen and "auf!bter » f Richmond. Me
them.
Houlton is certainly on the map parents Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Berrie, "
when the Portland Sunday Telegram has returned to Boston where he is
HM
im
tniiiitiiiiiim
miiauujB— uiniuiiiuiKj
e! ixiHRin'iiiMiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiMiiimimiiti I'lm
iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimNiiiuiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiNimiiiiiitiiimiMiimiw'- 2
containing Saturday’s ball games and employed in the claim department of
|! |
3 =
=*
all the doings of the day, reach the |the General Accident Insurance Comj
community and are on sale on the pany.
Many H o u l t o n
P e o p l e
V i s i t
Z.
i
streets at 10 a. m. as was the case last j The day of wonders has not passed!

COL HOME IS HONORED AT
103D REGIMENT REUNION

OF L OC A L I N T E R E S T

First Annual Meeting of the
Famous Regiment Held
at Augusta

J

J

Clean-Ups

J

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

H ills id e

C o n s e r v a to r ie s

Cha die ick
Flo last

B r id a l

Sunday.
Harold Royal of Houghton, Mich,
.accompanied by his mother Mrs.
Idella Royal of Dorchester, Mass, are
visiting relatives in Hodgdon and
Houlton for a few weeks. Mr. Royal
is now connected with the Michigan
College of Mines.
Edward L. Cleveland left Tuesday
for Rockland where he will join Mrs.
Cleveland.
He made the trip with
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. White by automo
bile, who go to attend a meeting of
the Maine Pharmaceutical Ass’n., of
which Mr. White Is president.
W arren Custer of the Wharton
school, University of Pennsylvania,
who has been an intermittent visitor
on business for Community Chautau
qua for the past week, left yesterday
for Whitensville, Mass, where he is
to .do 21 day advance work in that
town.
’ .
Friends of Joseph A. Ail dejean Wlu
be sorry to learn that he was obliged
to submit to a surgical operation for
a recurrence of a trouble that has
•caused him considerable annoyance
and pain. Since the operation of last
Tuesday he is somewhat easier and
edy recovery.
a h how *tor * :

j A man and his wife passed through

I O uan an ich e L o d g e |

j Houlton Saturday morning en route
j from Waterville to Van Buren via
horse and wagon with camping outfit
a n d C a m p s at G r a n d L a k e S t r e a m
attached. The distance.of the jaunt
is approximately 247 miles.
The Houlton Woolen Mill opened up
H R E E hours run by auto from
last week and are now running under
the direction of Hon. Thos. V. Doherty
Houlton where fine fishing and an
with Mr. Henzie in charge, and are
excellent
table await those desiring
producing a fine quality of cloth.
Owing to the delay in getting the new
an ideal place for a week-end trip or
smoke stack the reopening was de
a vacation next to Nature.
These
layed.
Leland Ludwig, who has been at
Camps are conducted by “ Billy” Rose,
tending the Massachusetts Institute
who knows what the vacationist
of Technology summer school, arriv
wishes and deliveres the goods.
ed home Friday to spend the remaind
er of the summer with his parents
Write for Booklet
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Ludwig. Leland
plihs to continue his studies at M. I.
T. in the fall.
Washington County, Maine
(;Mn. and Mrs. Nelson Latneau of
Old to urn arrived in town Saturday.
Mr. Latneau is to spend a two weeks’
vacation at Crescent Park and Mrs.
Latneau plans to remain in Houlton
for the remainder of the summer.
They will be joined next week by Miss
Doris Latneau who will remain with
rillH IIM IM M IIIIIIM im n illllM lltllllllllllllllM tllllllllllllllllM IM IIIIIItllltt'IIIM n illlllltllM im iltlltin iltlllllllllllM IIM tllM IIIIM IIIM IIIin iM IIIIIIIIIH IIM IIM IM IIItM ^
her mother.
?iuitm
]im
iiiiuiiiiiuunniiniiim
tititwm
tfflHtpn

□

□

I

S ilv e r

1 in select
1 shm rutq

Of the many gifts you may select for
the bridal gift, Gleaming Silverware
for the dining room or toilet table will
be prized beyond all others; its beauty
or usefulness and enduring qualities
giving it first place in favor.
Our comprehensive displays are rich
in suggestion.
popularily

The

designed

wide

range

Silverware

of
will

delight the prospective recipient as

J.I). Perry j j
J e w e l e r ana
| Optometrist
I Houlton
TiitiiiutiMmiinniiunt
nil

well as the donor.
Remember, too, that our stock com
prises many other lines suitable for
gifts for any occasion.
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ty of 1901 Walnut Hull trained on to a but the demand for them shows that for as you make travel easy in your
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
; General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
record of 2.08% before being retired, j they are rated almost as highly a: trade zone, your trade will increase.
Also on the first Sunday in the j Tuesday evening.
As the years rolled by Walnut Hall their sire was when Walter Cox was
The farmer on a bad road writes to
month at 10.30
j
F I RS T C H U R C H OF H O U L T O N
the
mail
order
house
and
takes
a
strengthened
its
band
of
brood
mares,
j
making
lace
jecoids
^ith
him.
Like
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
(By W. H. Gocher)
|
Unitari an
It also sent many noted performers to, ^>t. brigco, he is a W alnut Hall J-arm chance of getting what he wants.
When the activities of John D.
First Baptist
-Military Street at Kelieran
the races, its representatives in t h e : product. He was foaled there the The farmer on a good road takes no
Rochefeller were limited to an office
Court St.
{ ’rctiching service regularly every
Futurities including Susie N., 2.09%; |sailu> year as Lee Axworthy and risk on the quality of goods he wants.
in Water street, in Cleveland, and a
Rev.
Henry C. Speed, pastorthree
horses
which
Prince
Loree,
He
drives,
or
motors
into
his
home
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
refinery on the banks of Cuyahoga Siliko. 2.08; Mobel, 2.10%; Native,
10.30 morning worship with sermon Sumi.iy S c h o o l e v e r y S u n d a y m 1_ u0
from the standpoint of speed and rac town, and buys from the local
Belle,
2.06%
(the
first
two-year-old
Creek, an Ohio distiller invested a few
12.00 ^Bible School with classes for
ing qualities have attained higher merchant.
D w i g h t F. M o w e r y , M i n i s t e r
thousand dollars in the Standard Oil trotter to beat 2.10); Manrico, 2.07%:
sen and women.
rank
than
any
other
trio
ever
led
out
114
Court
Street
Tel. 156-W
The
Real
Lady,
2.02
and
The
Harves
Company. Like many an American,
of the gates of a stock farm in Ameri I If there wore no sickness or sor- 1 6:00 Senior C. E. Service
ter,
2.01.
In
the
latter
the
blood
of
he took a flier in something that look
7:00 Song Service followed by ser
ca.
' row or suffering in the world then*
ed good to him. He did not live to see Walnut Hall and Moko were united,
would he nothing to call forth the mon.
and
when
he
placed
the
stallion
record
the company become a worldwide fac
sympathies of humanity. In fact, if
Church prayer meeting, Tuesdav
tor, but when his son passed along his at 2.01 it looked as if the limit had
there were two storms or tempests evening at 7:30.
been
reached.
estate to a son and two daughters the
of the soul, we would never know
Both Moko and Walnut Hall have
thousand which was dropped into the
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at
By James W. Brooks
how to appreciate the restful calm 7:30.
earned
a
place
in
the
list
of
stallions
treasury of the then comparatively un
All Seats free.
Roads have a very definite relation and sunshine— the joy that comes of
known company appeared in the pro with over one hundred winners to
their
credit.
Their
days
of
usefulness
to retail merchandising. This fact is gentle peace. Tho view of life is
bate records as millions. At that time
First Congregational Church
by retail necessary to reconcile us to an en
the name of his son appeared on the ! are almost over, but those who now not so well understood
Rev.
A. M. Thompson, pastor.
durance
of
life's
ill.
It
teaches
us
New York and Kentucky tax lists as visit the farm find them surrounded interests as it should he. Reference
Morning
Worship
at 10.30.
to
take
things
as
we
find
them;
to
i by the most formidable herd of cham- was made a week or so ago to the
L. V. Harkness.
^
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with
stop
quarreling
with
our
surround
i pious that were ever assembled under inexcusable transportation
1e a k s
Up to the begnning of the nineties
classes for men and women.
one roof. In addition to the venerable around American centers of industry ings and mourning over what cannot
L. V. Harkness had not done anything
Young
People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
pair the stallion barn shelters San and commerce, all of which total up be helped, hut rather to set ourselves
to attract attention other than in
Prayermeeting
Tuesday evenings at
Francisco, 2.07%; Guy Axworthy. 2.08-1! a useless overhead expense on the diligently at work to improve condi
crease his bank account and enjoy life
7.30.
%; Peter Volo, 2.02; Peter Scott. 2.or, community as a whole, an expense tions and circumstances in which we
without making a splurge. Like all of
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
and Lu Princeton, 2.01%.
that must he paid proportionately by are involved. If there are any bramthe Standard Oil magnates, he devel
ings weekly.
hies and rocks in our pathway, in
Every pleasant morning when these each individual.
oped a fondness for trotters, but in
stead of sitting down placidly and The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
i seven stallions are turned into their
i When the good roads committee of
stead of driving them on the road,
ignoring the fact, we should realize
afternoons week^paddocks visitors have an opportunity
a local chamber of commerce presents
like John D. and William Rochefeller,
the necessity of great personal effort
* Ladies Missionary Society meets
of seeing a group of horses which
an appeal for funds to improve some
H. M. Flagler and Melville Hanna, he
the
second Wednnesday of each
and deliciousness
could not be duplicated in the world.
in making the way smoother
for
particular trade route into the town
decided to breed them on a more ela
month.
To many Moko and Walnut Hall are
have
made
W ard's O rangethose who must follow;
and with
or city affected by bad roads, the com
borate scale than George Hopper.
; little more than memories of what
ready heart and hand we should
Methodist Epvscopai
Crush, L em on-C rush and
mittee's visit should not be regarded
Frank Rochefeller or J. C. Sibley, who
has been done by their get.
San
lend ourselves to the work. So will
Corner School and Military Streets.
as simply one more appeal for finan
Lim e-Crush the largest sell
for a number of years conducted Pros
, Francisco and Guy Axworthy are now
life become sweeter from duty per
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor
cial help for a vague enterprise.
pect Hill Farm at Franklin, Pa., un
ing carbonated fruit drinks
at the zenith of their careers and the
formed, and we shall mount
hcav- 10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
Instead, it is a very definite financial
der the Irm name of Miller & Sibley.
12.00
m.
~
in
the world.
Sunday
School
with
Organothers are on the threshold.
enward as we grow into the image of
proposition, and the retailer who
All of these men were identified with
ized
and
Graded
Classes
for
all.
Of the stallions that have sired race
a better manhood and womanhood.
In bottles o r at fountains
declines to aid is not conserving his
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
Standard Oil.
1horses of the highest calibre San
Preparatory Members Class.
work
capital,
hut
on
the
other
hand
With this object in view, L. V. Hark-1! Francisco stands on an equal footing
Bottled by
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
For the farmer on a bad road, life
ness purchased Walnut Hall Farm, with P^ter the Great. He has not as lending his support to the continua
under the auspices of the Epworth
is one uphill grade after another, all
League.
near Lexington. He kept adding to it many foals or performers as the Lau tion of waste.
The definite relationship which the way to the cemetery gate.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
until he owned 4,000 acres of the most rel Hall premier, but in the matter of
with
vested
chorus choir
Kelieran St.
Phone 31-W
desirable grazing land in the Blue extreme speed and racing qualities his exists between roads and the interests
of
the
retail
merchant
may
he
Grass countiy. His first selectons o f ; leaders, which include St. Frisco, 2.01breeding stock proved a rather mixed %; Lu Princeton. Chilcoot, 2.04%; demonstrated further in this way:
C H IL D R E N L IK E TO T A K E
Free Baptist
Take a map of your county. Make
lot. Brood mares were picked up at Mary Putney, 2.04% and Sanardo. 2.00
your
home
town
the
center
of
a
Rev.
F.
Clark
Hartley,
Pastor
the auctions by John Splan and others are on a par with Mable Trask. 2.01% ;
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
who were selected to get the venture PetJer Volo, Peitier Scott and Miss circle. Let the circumference of the
circle he drawn to include the terri
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
under way. Allie Wilkes, 2.15, was Harris M., 1.58%.
tory surroundings your town
from
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
placed at the head of the stud. When
Guy Axworthy also has a remarkable
which,
on
the
average,
business
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
Jupe 2.07%, appeared in 1896 as a rating. He was not raced like his as
Special music by choir.
two-year-old it looked as if his sire sociates, John H. Shults having re drives to your point. You may call
Choir practice Monday nights.
would make good. As other perform tired him after he made a four-vear- that your zone of trade. You will
OF COO LIVER O IL . M ALT. ETC.
Tuesday night church prayer and
ers failed to follow, the son of Red old record of 2.08%. In addition to find, upon examining this zone that
its area is defined by the ease and cruise Service.
Wilkes was discarded.
A Safe Remedy fo r all to Take
that he was shifted from New York to
dependability by which your store
At that time Moko was at the farm Kentucky and back to New York and
Church of the Good Shepherd
----------------Sold by -------------------may he reached. Go a step further,
He was .included in a bunch of stock I New Jersey before permanently lo
Rev.
H.
Scott
Smith,
Rector
and you will discover your zone of
shipped to Cleveland to be developed cated at Walnut Hall. He is the only
Sunday Servioes
and raced by Splan. None of them Wilkes horse represented in the two traffic is fixed by the character of
This means that the
ever heard the bell ring. Colt train minute list, his performer being Lee your roads.
area
from
which
you can expect to
ing was not included in the qualities Axworthy, 1.58%. He is also the sire
get customers is determined by the
which earned a place for Splan in the of Ante Guy, 2.03 %; David Guy, 2.05condition of the roads surrounding
light harness world.
Savings Dept.
; % and Arion Guy, 2.04%, the winner
Bond Dept.
your town. If your roads are poor,
When the lot were returned to the of the Kentucky Futrrity.
you will find that this area will he
Walnut Hall Farm has justly earnfarm Berkshire Belle, a tiny daughter
small.
of Alcyone, was in charge of a care , ed the reputation of being the birth
Suppose, again, that good roads are
taker who was almost big enough to place of Futurity winners. During the
built in every direction from your
I last twenty-one years it has contripick her up under his arm and walk |
home town through the surrounding
off with her. This young man, not-,i buted eight winners of the Kentucky
country. Draw another circle show
withstanding his size, convinced Splan Futurity alone, and that the streak of
There are very real reasons why
ing your zone of trade, which is your
that he was determined to learn all pay first will continue among the get
zone of traffic, extending the circum
we can give you Unusually Good
there was to be known about the horse iI of the horses which have been taken
ference of that circle farther out in
Service. W e invite Correspondence
! there during the last year is evidencbusiness. L. V. Harkness also retain-1
the surrounding country in propor
Careless but nobby— all
ed Mm, and in the years which have j|ed by the Peter Volo and Peter Scott
or
a Conference
tion to time gained in easier and
tied up in a way that gives
by Peter
elapsed he was gradually promoted |youngsters, Rose Scott,
faster travel.
it class.
from one position to another until he |Scott, won the two-year-old events at
By computing the population be
Look it over at your dealer’s.
is now the manager of the largest farm I Columbus and Lexington in 1920. In
Y ou’ll like its style, the variety
tween the smaller circle and the
devoted to the breeding of trotters in , one of them she trotted in 2.06%, the
of patterns— yes, and you’ll like
larger circle, you can then determine
its price, too— 50c. Biggest vslthe world. His name appears on the fastest time made by a two-year-old in
the amount of prospective customers
ue o f the year in neckwear.
payroll as Harry Burgoyne. His pres-; a race in 1920. Voltage, Jane Volo
which you have added to your busi
Instst on seeing name Stmr on the tie
ent employer is one of L. V. Harkness ' and a number of others have been
ness. In fact, you have increased the
HEWES & POTTER
daughters, the wife of Dr. Edwards o f ; seen on both the mile and half mile
Botfon
G o v ’t Depository
population of your town.
Member Federal
Maker* of Vertoff StMpcnder*
tracks, while reports from the train
Pttsburgh, Pa.
Founded 1882
worn
'neath
the
shirt, out of light
Reserve System
Every business man has from time
The Baron Wilkes boom was at its ing camps show that 1921 will be a to time contributed to funds to bring
crest when Moko was returned to Ken Peter Volo year worthy of the inheri some manufacturing business to his
tucky. He was one of his best bred tance of the champion two. three and home town— to add to its population
sons. As an injury threw him out of four-year-old trotter of his day.
and its payroll. Permanent roads will
As yet none of the youngsters of Lu
training it was decided to sell him. A
do the same thing, and increase the
trip was made over the road to Lex- i Princeton since he retired from the volume of trade at your point. Per
ington auction without finding a buy-j turf are old enough to take the word. manent road building means business.
•r.
The following spring he was
mated with a few mare, while Ed.
Banyon, who had been employed as
trainer, culled out the young stock in
order to find material for a racing stable.
I

KENTUCKY’S GREAT
BREEDING FARM

ROADS AND THE
RETAIL MERCHANT

drink

O rang e
- crush

Qualify

WILLIAM PALMER

CHURCH SERVICES

BE-NU-YB
AN EMULSION

WEST END DRUG STORE

F

S p u r -T i e

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?

What a Tie for 50c!

F i r s t National B a n k
of H o u lto n , M a in e

Here’s w hy C A M E L S are

the quality cigarette

In 1899 he started Moko on his stud
career by winning the two-year-old di- j
vision of the Kentucky Futurity with
Fereno, And as she also picked up the j
three-year-old division the following
year she became the first double win- :
ner of the event. In 1900 Benyon won
the tweyear-old division with Walnut
Hall. The dam of this colt was pur- j
chased at Chicago by Splan. At that
time she was in foal to the gray horse
Conductor, 2.14%. But little was ex
pected from the youngster. It did not
take him long, however, to make a rep
utation for himself when given an op- |
portunity. After finishing second to I
Peter Sterling in the Kentucky Futuri- j

T 3 E C A U S E w e p u t th e u t m o s t q u a lit y in t o th is
on e bran d .

C a m e ls a r e as g o o d as i t 's p o s 

s ib le f o r s k ill, m o n e y a n d l i f e l o n g k n o w le d g e o f
lin e t o b a c c o s to m a k e a c ig a r e t t e .
N o t h in g is t o o g o o d f o r C a m els.
in m i n d !

A n d b e a r th is

E v e r y t h i n g is d o n e to m a k e C a m e ls th e

best c ig a r e t t e i t ’ s p o s s ib le to b u y .

N o t h in g is d o n e

s im p ly f o r sh ow .
T a k e th e C a m e l p a c k a g e f o r in s ta n c e .

I t ’ s th e

m o s t p e r f e c t p a c k in g s c ie n c e c a n d e v is e to p r o 

Ho u s e w o r k

H o u l t o n Sa v in g s B a

is a b u r d e n

Woman's lot is a weary one at best.
But with backache and other distress

M bU JT O N , MAINfE"

ing kidney Ills life indeed becomes a
burden.

Doan’s

Kidney

Pills

Ask your neighbor!

what Mrs. Elmer G.

not say I ever had any serious trouble
with my kidneys but at times there
would be an irregularity of my kid
painful.

get

very

There would be a deep seat

ed pain in the center of my hack.

I

had dizzy spells and could see black
spots before my eyes.

My head would

ache in the back part and in my neck.

the f o l d

a n d m a k e th e p a c k a g e a ir -t ig h t .

Y o u ’ ll fin d n o

N o f r i l l s o r fu r b e lo w s .

J

FINANCIAL STRENGTH
Financial strength, like physical
strength is not obtained all at one
time— it comes by faithful, devoted
efforts.
The firm or individual business man
in building financial strength soon
learns to know the importance of a
good hanking connection, like the
Houlton Trust Co.

th a n p r e m iu m s o r c o u p o n s .

A n d rem em ber— y ou

m u s t p a y t h e ir e x t r a c o s t o r g e t lo w e r e d q u a lity .
I f y o u w a n t th e s m o o th e s t, m e llo w e s t, m ild e s t
c ig a r e t t e y o u c a n im a g in e — a n d o n e e n t ir e ly f r e e
f r o m c ig a r e t t y a ft e r t a s t e ,
I t ’ s C a m e ls f o r y o u .

I had no ambition whatever to do my
work.

Some of the time I had to let

it go undone.

As another member of

my family had been

benefited

4 % Interest Paid n Savings Accounts

by

Doan’S Kidney Pills I decided to get
three boxes at Munro’s Drug Store.

fiO U L T O ^

After I had finished taking them, the
trouble

left

me

entirely.

I

have

never since had a return attack.’’
«0c, at all dealers.

Foster-Milburn

Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

But

S u c h t h in g s d o n o t im p r o v e th e s m o k e a n y m o r e
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Riverside St., Houlton, says: “I can

neys and my back would

— s e c u r e f o i l w r a p p i n g — r e v e n u e s ta m p to sea l

e x tra w ra p p e rs .

Read

Cameron,

te c t c ig a r e t t e s a n d k e e p th e m fr e s h . H e a v y p a p e r

t h e r e ’ s n o t h in g fla s h y a b o u t it.

have

made life brighter for many Houlton
woman.

n k

j

R . J. R E Y N O L D S

TOBACCO

COM PANY,

W in ,» o n -S a le m ,

N. C,
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services. For a time last week it was I his college friends. The craft and i t - Wai-ki-ki!
Not the turquoise sf ies on a charge of trafficking in cocaine
MACMILLAN STARTS
problematical whether lie would be equipment is owned by his college of tile1 unchanging Colorados or tin
2 .one i nines for t ra tlhd: i.ng in cm aim-,
ON THIRD P O U R TRIP able to sail with the rest of the ad- j society. MacMillan says t,hat this Pacific, nor the Southern seas but and opium roveuled a sensational but the* court refu.-ed tm give- him
(aroer in which a brilliant knowledge
Amid salvos of good wishes Prof. venturers. After having brought the adventure, if it does not cost him his |horn where summer comes for her
arotlivr chanc-* f his time and senteno
of drugs was used to make drug tic-nds
Donald 15. .MacMillan weight'd anchor Howdoin safely front Freeport, where life, will cost him just about, every own vacation and allies l i e s e l f with satlier than effect cures nt tin- ding ed him to fifteen months ;it hard
labor.
July Ik and sfarted upon his ihird Mr. MacMillan had been staying with dollar hi* has. Should lie live to re Mile cultural arts of nature' and paints habit.
his sister, Mrs. \Y. ( ’. Fogg, Mr. White- turn to tho Fnitod Statos lie wi'l the* glories of a now heaven and a
trip to the far north aboard his sturdy
Regnier obtained a demur's ib-un
There arc* senile lovely people in
house was hurt when a bloek from come home broke and will have to now earth for all who come Time i:
upon a thesis upon cocaine and me
little Arctic cockleshell the Bowdoin. (lit' masthead fell and struck him on 1look to a tuture living from the sah
world of our- that remind us of
is on a Alaiue Jake, like Eagle, at*fmir
fra a ra nt
lowers.
Whenever
they
His craft is small, only eighty fee* 1the forehead, lb' went hack to
'co- of such books; or otlmr matorial as In o'clock in tin- morning, of a perieei phine treatments, w h i c h received tl
! i ig h e M prize at the .Aeadmuy of Med
draw
t.ear.
we
are
glad,
but
know
port
for
a
time1
to
recuperate
but ( .may write describing bis experiences day in June.
long, hut she is not fragile. She has
i i m■ at 1'a ids. Although In was e, : <>r w h y .
Th y
may not possess
made a fast recovery.
Amom, (he well wishers who waved
been built especially to buck the;
Out on tile sand spit wei e t lie t r;n
e ■e
!.'■ f <■red high appointments in sevc ra physical beamy, or riches or marve
Tht'ii there is .Jonathan C. Small of their farewells as the Bow loin glided in the li 'i atcsl deed that
\'e ever
perils of the vast ice tloes and “ .Mac.";
ever asylums tn prefi n ed to iie-tall
; lous intelligence lmt embodiment of
lTnviueeiown. Mass., who is know.’! away 'were Air. AlarAl ilia u's sister. saw. Our Came Commissionei
vviio small clinic in tin
as all his comrades delight to call
peace. They inspire ns lor they are
in
(Quarter
far and wide1 us “ .Jot" Small. lie L a Mrs. Fogg of ! Tov incet own. Willi Imr was with us. said that it surpa.- ed a
d ;n whore t tie habit.; of
Ilent.- W eia 1 ivel
full ol u piratum of tin* hinhe>t or
him. has endless confidence in her boyhood chum of MacMillan." who was All's. Mar.. If Rafter of \\ aslui:." •
sis.i• any lie had ever seen. And will known to him.
der. T; i >e people are like* a quic*t
capacity to see him through what he also hails from the tip of Capo Co
ton. N. ( .. who iormerly
\va.~ a this great buck were the footprint "
tali
and
Soon he became one ol tin most lake beside which grow
“
Jot"
was
with
“
Mae"
on
the
latte:
Wiscasset girl. Airs. Raft or is m>w a dozen mi ns- of sum Her like i ha t lmt
hopes and believes will be one of the
prosperous physicians in
beautiful
plants.
which.
when
re('rocker Land expedition of l.hla-1
Ea
t
in
Inin;: directly across the street trom come with him to this shore dun's,
most scientifically important of all
and knows the Far .North and i;
liie home of Charles Sewell, head oi the night and stood under the star, Quarter, lmt lie spent his thousand , fleeted in the water make a pleasant
ventures into the' ice-girdled northpicture. Then* js no jarring, nor a
ways as do few men. “ .lot" is a goo
the Wiscasset schools, which was a is i and wandered into Ihe waters. Tin as fast as lie earned them with hi
own drug clients. Dr. Regnier's book; ripple* on the* mirror-like water. The*
land. The craft is named for the cook, a crack shot and can take th the homo of Air. AlacAlillau while hen
Mr of dawn came coo! as from •h,
eidors of earth ami sky harmonize
showed that more Ilian To pep eu;
college of which MacMillan himself wheel of the little Bowiloh: if nee. Though Airs. Ratter has had no pn
fleet It with sweet ms- of dowers a:.d
e\qni-de]y.
Birds sing a soft lullaby
of
his
clients
were
drug
users.
be
and
liide
her
safely.
vimm acquaintance with
Air.
Alto !'•- -at •: of nine ami hr in if Tim la,kis an alumnus and whose associate'
into
their
ears.
Tin* world with its
I
i
is
u
let
hod
was
to
inei
ease
t
he
d
rue
Millan, she win a girlhood friend i: lav as a crystal. The mountains loom
Completing tin* little band of A nt i
alumni— loyal comrades all— have fur
*iin is only a sweet song. They tliemhabit
by
giving
graduated
doses
eitlna
adventurers arc' Ralph Robinson o Washington and hride^nmio i'.<r All
ml about as lapis lazuli. The green
nished most of the sinews of war for
selv'i s make harmony.
Haverhill, Mass., and Tom Mi t'uc, tlu Kdward Stafford, who is the daimlite * nod the black growth came to the ol cocaine or morphine, and when tlu
financing the adventure.
Irish cook, whose home is at Brig us of the late .Admiral Robert F. I’eary island sea and retreated to tlm moun habit was formed he would suggest a
MacMillan and his followers sailed .Newfoinidland. This is Air. Robinson's and who a gemmation ago was widel;
tain tops as your eyes swam to the cure for several thousand franc-,
■ven a Parrot
down the Sheepseot
River
trom first venture' into the unknown north. known as “ the' snow, baby," 1mvim- glory of it. The loon called down the which usually would he undertaken
■ n ay “ ju.-t aa g o o T ” but he
Wiseassett. cheered by 2,000 friends Mr. MacMillan classes him a- a been bcu'n further north than a:. v hike and laughed and laughed for joy by tin* addict. Then when the cure
*v,\v \vl at he is talkin g about.
]•'
I 1 L K S , t her e' s not hi n;
'just as gouii ’
and admirers, including (iov. Baxter, "general assistant." McCue. accord other white c hild.
as he and his mate broke* tho crystal was effected and the client satisfied
as REM-O LA.
Thi s our belief.
Writ, f or ] KEF. SAMPLE—prove it
the explorer's class mate at Bowdoin hig to his chief, is skilled in the’ conksea with' a tiny wake.
'The ducks lu> would prescribe a different drug
u your own a1isfaci ion.
College, as the little schooner Bow- ’ dig of anything edible except chocolate
JUST TALKS
preened their morning toilet, undis in quantities sufficient to insure1 a
H N R Y T H A Y E R & C O ., Inc.
doin left the wharf.
, f l a i r s , which he never has tasted.
turbed. The waters softly lapped the return to the earlier habits.
Established 1847
On "Four O’clock in the Morning"
Last year Dr. Regniei Wtl! lined
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON. M A S *
Before his departure the explorer..
Until not long before sailing time
shingle as I stepped into the water fmWant a now sensation! Try getting
talked optimistically of the long the cabin of the Bowdoin had been
tlm morning plunge.
up at four o'clock in the1morning some
voyage ahead of him. "Our first stop more or less cluttered by a strange
•_i>111111n11itm
1111m11111111r11111111nin111111■ii 11m111mMmnn111m1111rtinm11mn,imtir111111ii111in111m111
'I’ he birds!
(), the early birds.
of these early summer days.
1ii111111miri••ii111111m11111itriniii1
1ti1
1iiiiM
itfin||1
1fjf||r.;
after leaving Wiscasset." said Prof. ' litter of miscellaneous cargo. Among
How they sang! There was a chorus
I
have'
tried
it
a
lot
of
late1
,
especial
lie
up
to
date.
Subscribe
for
the
MacMillan, “will be at Sydney, Nova other odds and ends destined to dethat began about as I came out as
Scotia. Thence we go straight to the light the hearts of the A n t i c high- ly when in the big woods along the the in welcome and they did sing.
Labrador coast, where at Hopedale 1 landers are scores of tiny dolls, lavish- great Allegash waters of Maine, one Cod bless them for the way they
expect to take on my fifteen dogs and ly dressed and donated by the good morning especially tit the wonderful burst their tiny throats. The* kinglet
“ Maine’s Favorite Daily"
my Indian-Eskimo interpreter. ‘Webb.’ folk of Wiscasset and by the members site1 of tht1 warden’s camp at the* upper on the top of the tall spruce*-- the most
end
of
Eagle
Lake'.
The
lake*
is
to
the lad who was with us when I was of an Episcopal church in Dorchester,
Just fill in the attached coupon, and
modest of birds, the voice of a Gallia member of Peary’s party during the The Wiscasset enterprise was ably the mind of many tin* most beautiful Curci in a body of tlie size of a filbert.
send it along to us with $l 00
voyage when he discovered the? North sponsored by Mrs. Charles Sewell, the of all Maine waters and 1 am one of A little bit of song undiluted and
Pole.
wife of MacMillan's best friend in this them who think so.
nothing else*. A little* spark of Cods
To BANGOR DAILY NEWS
“After that our purpose is to stop at town.
It opens as you approach it from
eternal promise sitting up there* on
Bangor, Maine 1
Battle Harbor that will be late ^ in j Another item of the mixed cargo the south into a series of pic turesque the spruce-top weaving a melody to
August and from that point we shall which had to be stoned away ship- vistas, in which islands swim and nothing at all except the Maker and
Please send the Bangor Daily News to |
plunge directly into the frozen wilder- shape before the Bowdoin left port where the shores come down to the the genius of melody.
ness.
And the veeries and the thrushes
consisted of dozens of
pounds of waters in foliage. An island bays its
Name
.‘Now. concerning what we hope to creamy chocoiate r„dge comributed l,v fartll<'r ou,line- This
« '«* * • ami the old rat robins ami the birds
accomplish. If all goes well It is my ' ••Mac's" Wiscasset admirers who sat 01,1 uf ’""O 1'1 l,lu<' wa,,,|'s a" ‘> ls « * that can sing ami the birds that have
Post Office Address............................
hope that we shall be able to bring;
up „• nigbt3
cook this, hjs favorite I round andsloping as a polished stonebut a note or two all
joinin the
Continue the paper to me at the end
back to the world some of the most in- confection
it is nominated in the : of viv" 1 * ree" ' It looked like an oldHallelujah C'horus that was
written
of three months at the regular rates
tereeting as well as some of the most; bond that 30me of these fudge ,)oxes fashioned round cut emerald set in for blrds » hen Gl)(1
,d
, th
unless I order the paper discontinued.
scientifically .important data any man j are not t0 be broken ope„
after platinum, when we first saw it. The ' bp l iK h t r whi,.h was ,
bpfor(1 h
Paper
will he stopped promptly when
aver brought out of the north. Some the lapse of a year The ship ls pr0. ; lake itself winds in and out and has ; wrote oratorio for men
ordered
year* ago on one of my trips Into the jvisioned for two years, and it is the deep hays
an(1 "»'><lerful cloistered
And v0„ do„., ,,.iVP lo
inland
Arctic a missionary told me of the ; explorer’s plan to remain In Baffin ; thoroughfares.
1 have talked with |ake t0 bpar this y ou ,an go out anv
houses of the Norsemen, about which T.,nd
fnll
,000
The only safe way to remit is by
many a traveler on the Allegash and ; hill-top near your home and hear
he had been told by his friends among
Along with the fudge there are flrtv he stops ever and says, “ And Eagle something of the sort especially if
Check, Post Office Money Order or
the natives. It was his belief that I barrela of flour( packed in 10 pound Lake!
Express Order
God’s own country! ’’ There you live in Maim*. I only recall this
these are the actual domiciles built tinS( donated bv a generous firm
In are several Eagle Lakes in Maim*
* memory—because it is so wonderful'.im m iii/ m iim tiiim im iittM iiiiiiiiiiiM ii'ig in iiiM iiiiM iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii)iiiii)iniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
iiiiiiiuiuiiiii1...,.u.......t„ „ „ 1,mi|3
by the extinct Norsemen, who were Charles Sewell’s study, which was the Allegash Eagle is the one of which this memory of the still lake, the faint
the first adventurers from Europe to used as a sort of receiving warehouse I speak.
flushes of the rising sun: the breakreach the American continent and , before the final stowing of the cargo,
Before the warden's camp where itig of day; the silent yet singing
who probably were exterminated by there had accumulated nearly a we stopped that June night on our lake: the sweet breath of the placid
wild Eskimo tribes. 1 am confident thousand packages sent by admiring wa.v north, stretches a sand spit far dawn; the cool waters; the gold on
those houses actually exist about 300 1friends from every section
of the into the waters# The shores are tin* mountain tops that succeeded the
miles up the Labrador coast. I expect, country in token of their esteem for pebbled in front ot tin* camp ami tin* blue*- the bliss, the ecstatic bliss of
to locate them and to bring b a c k l o g Bowdoin explorer.
canoes come up under the fair white four o’clock in he morning!-—A. G. S.
photographs Of them.
j But close to his bosom MacMillan is birches that are as pure in color as in Lewiston Journal.
as well as G E N T L E M E N may secure
“I hope to penetrate far into the in- carrying two other gifts. These arc* ivory and as gold and green of lVaf
the use of a
terior over hundreds of miles of snow smail American flags of silk, the one* '
thistime as is the hair of Helen of
DRUG CRAFT USED
*
and ice, to districts where no white presented by the local Masonic Lodge
Troy thatwas “ shot with amber and
TO MAKE ADDICTS *
man ever before has set foot. We and tbe other by Kane Lodge of New ! jade," according
tothe poets.
The
probably will encounter native north- York city. "Mae" says that if he hedgehog mother had her babies
to
The arrest of Dr. Racoul Regnier m
men who never have been interview- should not be destined
to return, talk to under our camp that night and ________________________________________________________
_
_
ed by whites and who do not know these flags will he upon his body, but she babbled love to them in measures
to care for their Valuable Papers, as
the language even of ‘Webb,’ my that should he live to com** hack, he of sweet motherhood all along in the
well as a room to open their Boxes in>
interpreter. It is our purpose also to intends to restore each flag to its very early dawn. Her love surpassoih
where they may open them as often
explore more than a thousand miles donor with a written log of his trip understanding, but her motherhood is
DIAMOND
of coastline which now is utterly un attached to it.
sacred and untiring. She awakes early
as necessary.
known and is merely a blank on the
The Bowdoin carries twenty rifles, ami I'Oie and grunts and la\ishfs Imr
?,o'
Si, A *0
map, and to locate and chart many six automatic pistols and many barrels milk nnd her kisses on her brood. I
Call at the Bank and let us S H O W
"</ftee.
go'**'
enormous inland lakes, some of them of ammunition suitable* for protect iov did not care for over much of it so I
Y
OU
i .a . ::;m
*
'more than 100 miles long.
and for bagging big game.
Much arose and went forth into th
four A hV nvir UriiR^l
r CTi r-CriHS-TRR S A
imav
I • . ; ! > 1*11. 1.S in R kd nn*l/a \
The scientists of our party expect game w jh j,e needed for food, hm o'clock dawn on Eau].* Lake.
O f ; :> IIU- U i - I- ;.»s. s o a l d t w i t h H ; : i r ( w l
to bring back to civilization some won
t.i " ti T \... 15 ,*■>(> <
Ruy of j uur \ /
MacMillan's canned supplies will last
I wish I were a poet 10 r*•1!
you Oruj^iilnt
Bii'I A.U for (' II !•{' llRS-Tl. Ii H derful scientific truths. These scien
only a comparatively short time,
and about it. I wish that i v* r\ poor de\il D I A M O N D t i l l V \ !> 1* 11, 1.*., P>r t wen tv-flve
5
Jr i
*f•;-1 , a : wa v* R'-liahl*.
tists and Dawson
Howell
of 119
after he takes to his dog sledges only in till of the world. ti**d to ;i desk or
Beacon street, Boston, and his assist
ALL
DRUGGISTS
small amounts can be carried.
A chained to a Duty eould know about
ant. Richard Goddard of Winthrop
EVERYWHERE fT T ,'
wireless outfit also is included in
his this Sftite of Maine of mu
I wi:-h
Highlands, Mass., who are sent as equipment.
that we had tie* gimp in Maim* t,,
members of the expedition by the
The vessel and her outfit cost ap advertise these wonder.- of the dawn,
Carnegie Institute of Washington. proximately $50,000. The trip, before
day and the sunset hours and all « f
Howell, who ls an observer in terres- its completion, will go into main
trial magnetism. U
a far famed ; t h m , 8 a n ( l s m o r e
All of the
-e '
U' ‘
•Trinity College athlete. Goddard, who except % t m a||owed hv ,he
asa" " ,a'v
any other domain beneath
ft
Is Dartmouth's remarkable ski jump- ment is borne by Mr Ma,.Mil|a„
,
,a r '
tin* sun with this. Not the beach at
er, is $lso a profound and accomplish«d scientist and an enthusiastic explorer.
“These gentlemen of the Bowdoin’s 1
complement hope and expect to re
locate and visit the north magneticpole, which was discovered by Sir
John Ross in 1820. Its .location has j
changed in the last ninety years. J
f MY YOUNG sister.
SO I shut off quick.
Once we have relocated it. they ex- 1
♦ * *
HAS A Ouija board.
pect not only to map the precise spot j
TO
HEAD off any.
*
*
*
* * *
where are focussed the forces which j
AND SHE believes it
FURTHER FAMILY scandal
*
*
♦
attract the needle of the compass, but I
♦ * *
AND TALKS to Noah.
THEN I stopped to smoko.
they hope also from the relocated j
* * *
magnetic pole to bring back the first j
AND I think she talks.
A CIGARETTE.
*
*
*
♦
*
♦
The purest water in the State of Maine. Delivered
scientifically accurate explanation of J
TO HER best follow.
AND AFTER a while.
the Northern Lights, a natural pheno- {
* ♦ ♦
* * *
weekly.
Orders may be left at TIM ES office
menon, some of the aspects of which J
W H O ’S DEAD hut doesn’t know it. I CRANKED up weejee.
. . .
always have puzzled scientists.
I
--------------------- -— P h o n e 2 1 0 -------------------------AND I used to give her.
AND A L L of a sudden.
* # *
“Another problem which we expect 1
* * ♦
THE LOUD, rude laugh.
to investigate is whether or not a new j
IT STARTED off.
* * ♦
♦ ♦ ♦
‘Ice Age’ is beginning in Baffin Land I
BUT I’M sorry now.
AND QUICK as a flash.
#
#
♦
♦ * ♦
which” will— perhaps in a million 2
Houlton, Maine
BECAUSE LAST night.
IT SAID something.
years or so— sweep down upon us and j
*
*
•
* * ♦
wipe out our great cities and every
I WAS home alone.
“THEY SATISFY.”
« * »
thing else in its merciless advance.
SO I got the board.
* ♦ *
You know, geologists say all -glaciers
AND PUT in a call.
have been advancing for many years.
* * *
I think so, too. but it remains a
FOR JOHN Barleycorn.
« • *
question whether they will continue
“ O A T I S F Y "— that's the good
AND OTHER departed spirits.
O word.
Just light up a
to advance or will advance merely
*
*
*
Chesterfield and see what ex
for a time and then recede."
BUT THE line was busy.
perts can do with fine Turkish
*
*
*
Harold Whitehouse is the chief en
and Domestic tobaccos whea
That we have purchased the business known as the
FOR NOTHING happened.
gineer of the expedition. Mr. Mac
*
*
*
they blend them in that can’t-becopied Chesterfield way. You’ll
THEN I cheated a Little.
Millan sets a high value upon his
• # *
say “they satisfy.”
AND IT spelled thf3.
« • «
D id you know about th€
“GRAMMI ASH OTTA SEVEN.”
on Bangor Street— and are prepared to supply you
Chastmrfiald paehagmof 10?
A LL RUN DOWN
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GHIGHESTER SPILLS
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D r i n k

M a p l e

Ouija! W h a le
4he 6ood w ard?

S p r i n g

Water

John
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Houlton Trust Co.

Palmer, D istributor

Remember—

Houlton Furniture Exchange

AND WORN OUT

with new and second-hand Furniture of all kinds.

Because yon have not thoroughly
purified your blood, but have allowed
to remain in it the accumulations of
iraste matter that cause weakness,
loss of appetite, dull headache,
broken sleep, backache, ruptions
and humors and other troubles
Take Hood's Sarsaparilla the
medicine that renovates, strength
ens, tonea—it will build you up. make
you feel better all over,
JTood’s Pills help as a stomachtoning, digestive cathartic.

W e buy your old stuff or we will exchange new
for old. Watch our windows for bargains— we
have 'em most every day.
---------------- Come n and get acquainted — —— ------

Lane Brothers

Cogan Block
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Houlton
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SURROUNDING TOWNS
Subscribers should bear in
mind th at all subscriptions are
payable in advance and the pa*
per will be discontinued at ex
piration. Notice of such expira
tion will be sent out the First of
each month.

evening and no services in the
churches on Sunday.
The many friends of Miss Alice
Kneeland wen? shocked Thursday to
hear of her sudden death in Waterville where she went in the spring for
treatment for an enlarged gland in
her neck.
She worked for several
months in the store for Harry Hartt
and gained many friends in this town.
The funeral was held at Easton, her
former home, on Sunday afternoon.

Mrs. Blanche and Miss Carrie Saw
yer left last Friday for Manchester,
N. H. to visit their brother Orville
Sawyer and family.
Lewis Bubar and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Niles, Laures Young, Miss Natalie
Myers and Miss Eva Seamans of Houlton spent Sunday at Grand Lake.
Elijah McElwee lias sold his farm to
Mr. Parker of Houlton and has pur
chased a home on Franklin St. in Houl
ton where he is moving this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawyer and
daughter Miss Annie of Houlton, Mi
, ,
ami Mrs. John Stewart and son Hart
1
ley of Portland and Walter Tyre 1 of
Ashland were Sunday guests of Mr
and Mrs. James H Ruth last Sunday.

prominent on the lecture platform for
Immediately upon being released
several years.
from custody he disappeared and has
It ;s hoped by the Chautauqua Com
not been seen since.
mittee that each one in the com
munity will buy a season ticket to
the ( Chautauqua. as the average
CIRCUIT RACES
amount per concert or lecture is less
Following the St. Stephen circuit
than the price of single admissions.
races comes the two days racing at
Houlton, Aug. 3rd and 4th, with a
WHEELS IN THE
program that is full of interest com
UPPER STORY prising* a 2.12 trot and pace, 2.15 trot

Play the Game
Star Dust
The Shield of Silence
Strength of the Pines
Twisted Trails
Terry
The Vagrant Duke
Sheik
Profiteers
Sister Sue
Tawi Tawi
Desert
Desert Fiddler
Fldd,er
Girl in Fancy Dress
Top of the World
Pagan Madonna
Potterism
Moon Cali
Twisted Trail
Lamp of Fate

Mitchell!
Fannie H u rs t
Comstock
Marshall
Henry Oyen
Thompson
Gibles
Hull
Oppenheim
Porter
Dodge
Hamby
Buck rose
Dell
MacGrath
McCanley

A man who. gave his name as \an(* I)ace> 2.14 trot, 2.18 trot and pace,
Michael McNeil and stated that his \2-20 trot> 2 27 trot< 2.27 trot and pace
native city was Halifax, Nova Scotia and the big match race.
Purses amounting to $3200 are
was taken into custody Friday evening
offered and some rare sport is antici
by
Chief
of
Police
Frank
Hogan
who
W illia m T yrell
pated.
William Tyrell passed away last noticed: that both the actions and the
Commencing Saturday, May
Tuesday, July 19th at the home of his apparell of the gentlemen were net in
7th, the T IM E S office will close
EAST HODGDON
son Walter in Ashland.
Mr. Tyrell harmony with a complete mental CHAUTAUQUA ENTER
Oyen
Miss Elva Thompkins of Sherman was about S3 years of age and served
at noon every Saturday until
Pedler
machinery.
was a guest of relatives here recent in the Civil War.
He had lived in
TAINMENTS PLEASE
Sept. 3. Those having business ly.
Linneus most all of his life and was
The gentleman, who appeared to be
Quite So
Rev. Henry Speed of Houlton will highly respected by all. He leaves to about 40 years of age, first appeared
LARGE NUMBERS
'with the T IM E S Publishing Co.
preach at the Union church next Sun mourn his loss one son, Walter and
A subur janite wanted to know how
The Chautauqua season of 1921
should bear this in mind.
day, July 31st.
a grandson, his wife (Margaret Ste upon the streets in the early afternoon
Miss Gladys London of Sherman wart) passed away about four years minus stockings and wearing a pair closed on Saturday evening after giv he could set his rooster an hour
Funeral services were held in of
SMYRNA MILLS
rubbers.
His scanty
raiment ing the people of this vicinity some ahead, whereupon a helpful friend
Mills is the guest of relatives and ago.
Union
church
on
Wednesday
after
quickly brought him under tin* direct excellent entertainments, which on advised hin to exchange it for a hen,
There will be no change in the friends here this week.
noon Rev. W. H. Johnson officiating. .
general policy of this well known
ion of the police but his actions were the whole were very pleasing to the as it was easier to set a hen.
Miss Grace McCordic was tin1
concern, but the change is made for week-end guests of her parents, Mr.
even more conspicuous. He was very large number of people who took
business purposes.
I
OAKFIELD
and Mrs. McCordic in Littleton.
Going Up
advantage of the week's pleasurable
The capital stock is $100,000, all of
Mrs. H. T. Astle spent a few days busily engaged in picking up from the
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Libby and
She “ You used to say that Mary
sidewalk imaginary objects, oblivious offerings
which is common stock; nothing paid Miss Mary Conlogue of Houlton were in Houlton last week.
in; par value, $100; shares subscrib the week-end guests of Mr. Edward
The receipts for the week were was; such a sweet, pensive little girl.”
Mr. Walter Estabrooks of Island to pedestrians. Having exhausted the
ed, four; directors, J. E. Tarbell, presi Henderson.
Falls was calling on friends in town sidewalk he began on the road. Frank enough to offset the guarantee and
He “ Well, she soon got over that;
dent, Dyer Brook; H. J. Tarbell
Mr. and Mrs Levi Tracy and .Mrs. last week.
those who attended this year have you might say that she became ex
Hogan
having
by
this
time
become
treasurer, P. H. Tarbell, clerk, Merrill; Robert Hawkes and sons Ellis and
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bishop, Mr. and
been assured that during the coming pensive."
L. F. Tarbell, Bangor.
Cecil were the guests of Mrs. Herbert Mrs. Rowland Murry spent Sunday at suspicious of the strangers actions,
The J. E. Tarbell Company of Crane Sunday.
Pleasant Pond.
followed him across the square and season there will be a return of the
Smyrna Mills was organized last
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crandall and began to question him. He gave his sessions to Houlton through the
The Sunday school picnic will be
Memorable George
week to deal in groceries, hardware held at Mr. Fred London's grove Wed 1family of Van Buren spent last week
name and where he lived and stated pledges which were made at the
bouse furnishings, furniture, motor nesday, August 3, if line and if rainy at Pleasant Pond.
Elsie “ Mama, George Washington
closing sessions, as well as a guarantee
vehicles, agricultural supplies and all will be held Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Whitt* and family that In* had conn* from Danforth to
must have had an awful good memory,
list
of those who are willing to stand
kinds of merchandise, and have tiled
Miss Bessie Bunion, who is a nurse spent Sunday in Ludlow visiting .Mr. Houlton in search of work, having
didn't he?”
a certificate of incorporation at the
and Mrs. Chas. Shields.
been told by some person in that town behind it for 1922.
at
the
Aroostook
hospital,
and
her
Department of State.
Mother— “ Why, my dear?”
Mrs. F. H. Adams, who spent two
mother Mrs. Nettie Burdon were the weeks with her brother Del Wiggin that help was very scarce at the county
Elsie— “ Because everywhere 1 go I
guests of Mrs.
John
Grant
last in Hodgdon. returned home Tuesday. I seat and that it would be easy to
TIMES LENDING LIBRARY
BRIDGEWATER
see monuments to his memory.”
Miss Marjorie Crandall, who is I secure employment. The friend furth
Wednesday.
The following is a list of recent ad
Mrs. M. J. Smith has returned from
Mrs. Elias Egears and Viola Egars training for a nurse in a Massachu er aided him by giving him a ride up ditions to the TIMES Lending Library
a visit in Houlton.
setts hospital, is spending a two weeks
by car.
During the conversation a for summer reading.
John Sargant and family have gone are spending the week at Bristol, vacation in town with her parents.
to Waterville on a trip.
philanthropically
inclined citizen ap The Brimming Tup
Maine.
They were accompanied byMr. Harry Grenell and Miss Nellie
Dorothy Canfield
Mrs. Hazel Simonson and son are
Young of Ft. Kent, Mr. and Mrs. peared and offered to buy stockings Then Enchanted Canyon
Mr
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Henderson
and
'Willisie
stopping with Howard Lewis.
Money back without question
Frank E. Baker, Miss Helen Baker, for
the
unfortunate
who
gladly Happy Foreigner
J. E. Armstrong of Boston was a Charles Tarbell.
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
Enid
Bagnold
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Estabrook. Mr.
SK
IN DI8BASE RE M E DIE S
accepted the offer and went across Hie The Heaviest Pipe
guest over Sunday at M. A. Randall's.
and Mrs. F. A. Anthony. Mr and Mrs.
Patterson
(Hunt's Salve and Soap) Jail in
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Stackpole enter
the treatment ofltch. Eczema,
L. A. Barker spent Sunday at the street where the hosiery was purchas Jacob’s Ladder
LITTLETON
Oppenheim
tained relatives from Bangor over
Ringworm,Tetter orotheritcb*
ed.
The curbstone in
front
of Little Red Foot
Born July 22nd to the wife of Albion Martin cottage at Pleasant Pond.
ing
akin diseases. Try thie
Chambers
Sunday.
treatment a't our risk.
The ball game
played
Saturday Robinson’s store offered a good chance
Mrs. A. M. Stackpole has been en Stone a son. Forrest Robinson Stone.
The
Mountebank
Wm,
J.
Locke
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfield, Maine
George Hillman of Skowhegan. Me. between Linneus and Oak field at the to don his new stockings.
tertaining f riends from Woodstock
is spending a few weeks at his father's Vantassel field near Oakfiehl station
the past week.
stood 5 to t), favor Oaktield. There 1 Nothing further occurred until about
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Packard are home.
Lowell Clark gf Smyrna Mills is was a good number of Linneus anti supper time when Thief Hogan go: a
receiving congratulations on the birth
,
the guest of his
uncle
Burnham Houlton people who attended tlm 1
call from Bryson's Mill saying that
of a son born July 23d.
game, and all enjoyed a good time.
Mrs. E. R. Smith and daughter Lilley.
William Farnuni is coming to the there was a strange man about Ihe
Mr. and Mrs. London Re’es of Blaine
Irene went Monday to Dexter and
Martin theatre next. Saturday night place acting queer and that the women
were
calling
cm
friem's
in
town
on
Dover on a three weeks’ vacation.
in the biggest play of his career. It were m*rvous.
Sunday.
He went over to
Miss Ada Brown was a recent guest is “ If I Were Kin,” from the great investigate but the marauder had dis
HODGDON
stage
success
and
novel
by
Justin
at the home if her si Her Mrs. Ora
Huntly McCarthy.
This js the play appeared across the railroad bridge
Milo Howard, who has been very Titcomb.
in
which
E.
H.
Sot
hern
appeared so just ahead of the south hound train,
Stewart
Hillman
was
obliged
to
re
sick, is slightly improving.
for successfully on the speaking stage. -"oliowin a him across the bridge the
’
Mr. Emery Glidden and family of turn to the Aroostook hospital
It is ;t gorgeous, thrilling picture a ’
treatment on Monday.
Patten were in town Sunday.
officer took him in charge at the
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Kelly of Skow picture that no one should mis< s e e 
Mrs. Roy Tracy and children of
station arid he was lodged in a‘ coll
ing.
hegan,
Me.
arrived
Friday
for
a
week's
Vermont are visiting in town.
for the night where he stayed until;
Mrs. Charles Green entertained visit with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Barker are Chautauqua at Oakfield. July 27-28-29 Saturday morning. Knowing from the
guests from Houlton Sunday.
Lectures on American Ideals
Mr. and Mrs. Ransford Crouse are receiving congratulations on the birth
stranga* performance that the man ,
America was founded on great
*:«ntertalning guests from Massachu of a daughter on Tuesday, July 19th.
had
made the day before that his
ideals
by
our
forefathers.
Those
Mrs. George Hutchinson and daugh
setts.
Mr. and Mrs. William Promroy of ter Frances of Whitman. Mass, are ideals have come by common accept- sanity was questionable and that his
Smyrna were guests of Mr. and Mrs. the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. • ance to be the ideals by which our stories told at different times did not
nation is supposed to In* guided and
Brown.
Percy Perrigo Sunday.
agree. Thief Hogan accused him of
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Gillen of Mars governed. More than anything else
Rev. Henry Glidden preached a
being material for an asylum and
very interesting sermon at the M. E. Hill and Mrs. Gordon Irvine and they have made for our success. Be
threatened
to place him there which
cause
of
them
our
country
has
be
daughter
Laura
of
Blaine
were
recent
church Sunday evening.
for did not at all please the prisonep
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Mason are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Hut come the land of opportunity
millions from all nations, a.- well as
receiving congratulations on the birth chinson.
who showed enough intelligence to
those born under our flag. These*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Tingley.
Mrs.
of a daughter July 20th.
realize that he was getting into deep
ideals
are
what
w
e*
stand
for,
back
Milford
Tingley,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willard
The ladies of the U. B. church will
water and promised that he would
serve ice cream at Mayo Memorial Hatfield of New Limerick attended of what we are.
But, as our nation expanded and in leave town at once and make no more
services at the F. B. church on Sun
hall, Thursday evening, July 28th.
creased in wealth, we have recog
day evening.
trouble if his freedom was given him. !
Mr .and Mrs. Ralph Hamilton re nized. metre and more, practices that
LUDLOW
turned Saturday from a trip to N. H. t are inconsistent with the high ideals
Mrs. Rachel Longstaff spent last While away they purchased a farm in , enunciateel by our forefathers, or that {
I t is as important for you to put a good roof
week in Houlton visiting friends.
Skowhegan, Me. and will move then* are at variance with their standards, j
on your buildings as it is to build a firm foun
In view of the confusion of ideals !
Ira Warman spent Sunday with his the last of August.
dation. Particularly is that true of farm buildparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Warman
Rev. I). A. McKinnon of Hodgdon tend thought and of the* perplexing ;
Mr. John Hamilton and Mr. Thomas will occupy the pulpit of the U. B. problems created by the Worlel War. ;
ir^c? for they generally house perishable grains, ,
Hamilton called on friends in Hodgdon church next Sunday morning and we are in neee toelay of a genuine
expensive machinery or valuable live-stock.
cam-;
evening at the usual hour. A good e*ducaiional and inspirational
Sunday.
paign not of
conteneling
political1
Mrs. Howard Horten is very ill at attendance is desired.
In this respect Vulcanite Roofings offer
her home. Little hope is given for
Mr. and Mrs. Beverly
Yerxa
of parties with colored and ofte*n mis
every
style of roofing that is practical for farm
Fredericton, N. B. and their daughter leading stateunents. but of a unite*d : L O IS W E B B E R in
her recovery.
Yov cm ? e x p e c t
Beaver Q u a lity
built.ings.
Included are asphalt shingles and
Miss Helen Dobbins is attending Mrs. Archibald Bearisto of Edniou- America extending to every town and ;
“ W h a t ’s W o rth W h ile ”
results ur ,sss th:a
the summer term at Aroostook State ton, Alberta, were the guests of their country-side for the* restoration and i
both
smooth
and slate surface roll roofings.
tra
d
e
mmrk
;s
on
(enthronement of our splendiel Ameri- , T h e w o m a n in h**r w a n t e d a m a n — but
grandson J. A. Stone on Tuesday.
Normal school.
rib# roofing you buy
tier
c
ul
t
u
r
e
d
e
m
a
n
d
e
d
a
g
e
n
t
l
e
m
a
n
.
See
Sympathy is extended to Mr. and can ideals. It is to this end that the* I
You cannot possibly buy a roofing that ha?
Miss Dorothy McCain and Miss
Grace Weller are spending a week at Mrs. Howard Graham in the death of co-ordinated lectures this year of tlm lli >w one ' ' l e v e r InVer s ol v e d tile pr o bl e m.
more
thoroughly demonstrated its lasting and
Scott”
and
W e e k ly
their 3Vi months old son Bernard on Radeliffe Uhautaueiua are de*dicate*el. ' C o m e d y — “ G r e a t
Crescent Park.
weatherproof
qualities than Vulcanite P o o l
N
e
w
s
.
Mr. N. F. White is in the Aroostook July 24th, the cause of his death being Now. as never before*, the people ne*e*d
ings. Stop in and see this line or have us call
hospital suffering from a severe cut mal-nutrition. Funeral service's will to hear these construe-tive* me*ssage*s
be held at the home Tuesday at lo from the platform. Never before has
on one of his feet.
and show you samples.
the spoke'n word been needed so ur
Mr. Perry Thompson of Houlton is o'clock a. m.
“T H E
COUNTY
FAIR”
On Sunday morning Rev. Benjamin gently as today from men who have W r i t t e n Ay ;p I' eninmr-- ' ' o o p . - r . ;■!.*.
spending a few weeks at the home of
Beatty
administered
the
rite
of something to say men out of whose* b y an all S t a r Cast . H o r s e raci ng, j ea! his uncle, Audber Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Holmes of baptism upon the following persons. lives have* grown great ((instructive o us y a mi l o ve all c o m b i n e d to ma k tive
Presque Isle were the week-end Mrs. Eliza Campbell, Mrs. Win. Cul message's and the speakers who will r eel s o f i n t e r e s t i n g a m u s e m e n t .
Houlton, Maine
guests of Mrs. Holmes’ parents, Mr lens, Miss. Hazel Wiley, Miss Bessie deliver these lectures he.*re? were C o m e d y — “ W h i r r a n d W h i s k e r s ” an d
Dunlap, Frank Pelkey. Perley Cody, chosen solely because they were* ex
and Mrs. Fred Warman.
ceptionally well qualified for the task. B u r t o n H o l m e * T r a v e l o o u e .
Walter Sheain and Lowell Clark.
’Pile C'hautauqua Director will lecture
LETTER B
on the* second day, but the*re will be
LINNEUS
Mr. and Mrs. George Carpenter
a difle*re*nt spe*aker feir e*ach of the*
T O M M I X in “ Hands Off”
Mrs. Alfred Campell visited in Lit- other two days, and it is expected
were calling on relatives in Houlton
Adapted
f r o m a real
l i ve red-bio<>ded
tleton last week.
on Sunday.
that those assigned will be;
— Increase Your Potato Yield by Using —
s t o r y o f a y o u n g ma n wh o had all his
Miss Elsie Vaisey of Forest City is
Rev. H. O. Cosman of Ludlow held
p o w e r o f a u t h o r i t y in his t w o lists.
Percival
H.
Barker
services in the Laskey school house visiting Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bither
Pastor, ('a 1vary Presbyterian church C o m e d y — “ H o b o of P i r e n C i t y " a n d E m 
Mrs. Edward Lawlsot: of S o m e r v i l l e ,
Sunday evening.
San
Francisco's largest
Protestant e r a ld Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Burns
Russell of Mass., is visiting relit ives h e re .
Mrs. Pearney of Barre, Vermont is church. Formerly religious eulitor the*
Ludlow were calling on Mrs. Henry
visiting her sister Mrs. John Sprague. Ne*w ^ ork Tribune*, and associate* pas
McConnell on Sunday
James H. Ruth and Ira E. Ruth tor of the Central Presbyterian church. S H I R L E Y M A S O N in “ Mother H e a r t”
Mr. William Cole of Sidney spent
Brooklyn.
A stalwart man with a A pi c t ur e that wi l l m a k e you l augh and
several days last week with his spent Monday and T u e s d a y at P l e a s  stalwart message.
ant
Pond.
c r y in al mo s t tie* s a m e br eat h.
Pretty
cousin, Mrs. Roscoe Snell.
E lm e r W. Smith
Mrs. Delia Bennett of Houlton visit
S h i r l e y M a s o n has the ' ‘ M o t h e r H e a r t "
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams spent
He*ad of the* Department of English,
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. ed with Andrew Adams and family- Colgate University, a man of splendid of the story.
last week.
C o m e d y — “ F a t h e r ’s
Close
Shave"
an d
George Adams of Linneus.
Miss Amelia Bliss of Island Falls personality, a forceful spe*aker and M u t t a n d Jeff.
Mrs. Arthur Hafey of Skowhegan
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. spent several days last week with Mrs
James H. Ruth.
M. G. Carpenter for a few days.
Vincent Bither and family are visit
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lavine of
Mars Hill spent Sunday with her ing Mrs. Bither’s sister Mrs. Percy
Lee at Pittsfield.
mother Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens.
Miss Laura Adams wass the week
Mrs. Charles Chase and children
were week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. end guest of her sister Mrs. Ervin
Smith in Houlton.
Charles Pipes of New Limerick.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stephenson of
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carpenter, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Carpenter and Mr. and Crescent Park spent Sunday with Mr.
Mrs. Emmett Spellman spent Sunday and Mrs. Garfield Burton.
Miss June Bubar visi:ed with her
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. James
sister Mrs. Millard Moore on Foxeroft
Murchie of Hodgdon.
road several days last week.
Mrs. Emma Ruth, who is visiting her
MONTICELLO
sister Mrs. John Adams, met with an
Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Lowery and accident by spraining her ankle.
Mrs. Abra Bliss and daughter Miss
family of Presque Isle were in town
Marion of Island Falls is visiting her
over Sunday visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lothrop and brother Frank Byron and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Rhoda of Hodg
Miss Fern McLeod returned Wednes
day from a two weeks’ stay at St. don spent Saturday night, and Sunday
U se
with Mr. and Mrs. George Byron.
Andrews.
Mrs.
Henry
C.
Adams
spent
last
Miss Lillian Cheney, who has been
visiting here for several weeks, re week at Grand Lake with her daugh
turned to her home in Massachusetts ter Mrs. Byron Stewart of Houlton.
Miss Iva Burpee who is training in
on Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. Kilburn
and Mrs. Lewiston Hospital spent several days
Willianson Fisher of Presque Isle last week with Mrs. Preston McKeen.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Giberson and
were callers at the home of Mr. and
High Pressure, Automatically Controlled, it
daughter Viva and Mrs Sam Ruth
Mrs. Geo. W. Bull on Sunday.
reaches every part of the vine and is made
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Jones and autoed to Lee Sunday where they vis
family of Kenduskeag arrived in ited relatives.
from the best of materials.
f| Repairs
town Friday to visit his brother
“
P ° r particulars and prices call o n ---------Sanford Jones and sister Mrs. Chas.
------ 1------------ always on h an d.--------------------Tracey.
The Bridgewater baseball nine
played here Tuesday afternoon, score
4 to 7 in favor of the Monticello nine.
Money beck without question
Friday they played a game at BridgeIf H U N T 'S G U A R A N T E E D
8 X IN D IS E A S E REM EDIES
Agents
water of 11 innings, score 13 to 14 in
(Hunt’s Salve and Soap), fail in
favor of Bridgewater.
the treatment of Itch, Bceema,
Bridgewater, Maine
There are a few cases of diphtheria
Ringworm,Tetter or other Itch
ing
skin
dieeaaee.
T
ry
this
in a mild form in the north part of
treatment at our risk.
the town and on account of this there
L.
A
Barker
& Co., Oakfield, Maine
was no Grange meeting Saturday

ECZEMAS

Better Roofs Mean
Better Buildings

Week of July 25,1921

Temple Theatre
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Putnam Hardware Company

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

W a ts o n M on arch
T r ip l ex S p r a y e r

The

Best

Ever

Made

Kill

Potato Bugs

P revent L ate Blight

Rex Calcium Arsenate
or Pyrox

% »TC H !

A . Barker & Co.
Oakfield, Maine

A . M. Stackpole, Jr.

